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Abstract: Techniques for typographic electronic pagination are disclosed. In one embodiment, the techniques may be realized as an apparatus for typographic electronic pagination. In one implementation of the apparatus, the apparatus comprises at least one non-transitory processor readable storage medium with instructions stored on the at least one medium. The instructions are configured to be readable by at least one non-transitory processor and cause the at least one processor to operate. The processor operates so as to receive a plurality of articles, generate an index page based on relative visual weightings of the plurality of articles and a size of a canvas adapted to contain the index page, and generate a page layout for the plurality of articles based on page layout weightings and the size of canvas.
TECHNIQUES FOR TYPOGRAPHIC ELECTRONIC PAGINATION

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE

The present disclosure relates generally to typographic layout and, more particularly, to techniques for typographic layout and pagination of electronic or digital media.

COPYRIGHTED MATERIALS

Some of the figures in this application include screen captures with information from the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) for the limited purpose of illustrating the behavior of a non-limiting, working prototype of an embodiment of the present disclosure. The inventor claims no rights to the text or image content from the BBC found herein.

BACKGROUND OF THE DISCLOSURE

Typography is the art of arranging type (i.e., text). For purposes of this disclosure, typographic layout also includes procedures for arranging text and graphics according to a desired appearance. Newspapers, books, magazines, webpages, and other types of media may have styles and typographical conventions associated with them to produce a particular look-and-feel.

For example, newspapers often follow a particular pattern. The front page of a newspaper may contain the logo of the newspaper, the date, and other pertinent information about the newspaper itself. The most popular or newsworthy story typically appears at the top of the front page with the largest headline and the largest image (e.g., a photo or illustration), and other, "less important" stories may fill in the surrounding space with relatively smaller headlines. Adjacent to each headline, the beginning of the corresponding article may fill in the remaining space, along with a reference to the newspaper page containing the remainder of the article.
A reader often scans the articles on the front page of the newspaper to determine whether to read any of the articles in more detail or to even purchase the newspaper in the first place. Thus, in many instances, a newspaper's front page includes a relatively large number of headlines and corresponding portions of the articles so that the reader can quickly scan many articles contained in the newspaper. However, including a large number of articles on the front page leaves less space for each of the individual articles. In other words, because the space on the front page is limited, for each article, the headline of the article and a only relatively small portion of the article often can be included on the page. These portions of the articles may be considered "article previews," which the reader can quickly read to determine if he or she would like to read one or more of the articles in their entireties. Although an article preview includes just a small portion of the article, it may sometimes include the majority, or even all, of the article depending on the article's length.

The articles and article previews themselves typically conform to well-defined typographic standards, such as font type, font size, leading (or line spacing), kerning (or character spacing), and column width. In addition, the amount of text included within an article preview may be selected to ensure that the preview ends with a full stop (or period), marking the end of a complete sentence.

Designing and creating a typographically correct and aesthetically pleasing newspaper requires substantial manual effort in terms of repeatedly and successive sizing, positioning, and adjusting the newspaper content to achieve a tight fit for the content on the pages. Often, this manual process is time consuming because it requires a lot of "trial and error" to repeatedly resize and fit the headlines, text, and illustrations onto the pages of the newspaper until they form an aesthetically pleasing layout. For example, to achieve an aesthetic appearance, the newspaper pages should have little, if any, unused blank space, or "whitespace." Since the remaining whitespace on a page often varies significantly in size and
dimension due to the sizes and lengths of the articles and/or previews already laid out on the page, a lot of effort is required to resize and reformat additional articles to be included on the page such that there is relatively little or no whitespace and such that the articles remain visually pleasing and logically oriented.

In some electronic layout systems, it is impractical for a designer to craft well-designed pages of content for a multitude of formats, such as computers, tablets, smartphones, television screens, and e-readers without substantial manual effort. For example, a typical printed newspaper page is over 22 inches long and 15 inches wide, whereas a typical tablet might have a 10-inch screen. The labor-intensive process of resizing and reformatting articles for the newspaper's print publication cannot be shoehorned easily into the smaller dimensions of the tablet. Instead, a designer would need to start the resizing process from the beginning with the smaller screen dimensions in mind. Moreover, it would be difficult for a designer to craft well-designed pages for a screen or paper of arbitrary dimensions because each new set of dimensions would require the designer to perform the resizing process. Each additional screen or paper size requires additional time, effort, and human resources.

To eliminate the manual effort, some automated layout systems take shortcuts that often involve the use of templates. A template might specify particular regions for images or text and particular fonts and font sizes, but the templates have limited flexibility.

Consequently, even complex conventional templates do not adjust the properties of the content to conform to typographically correct and aesthetically pleasing standards.

For example, the British Broadcasting Company (BBC) publishes news articles to its website at http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/. Figure 28 shows a representative news article published with the BBC template for news articles on computer web browsers. Computer screens vary widely in size, so the BBC template restricts the width of its articles to
accommodate a majority of screens. Consequently, on some computer screens, the article is
sandwiched between two wide regions of whitespace such as whitespace region 2800.
Headline 2810 spans across two columns, but the second column 2801 consists of mostly
whitespace. Additionally, because the template sets a uniform width for all headlines,
hedline 2810 spans two lines, leaving just a single word on the second line and introduces
yet another region of whitespace above the image. The main body of text appears in a single
column at column 2820. The article is chopped up into one-sentence paragraphs, which also
leads to excessive whitespace. Moreover, headlines, such as headline 2810, and images have
a uniform size regardless of the relative importance of an article. The overall effect of the
template is a cookie-cutter format for all news that fails to conform to numerous typographic
standards that readers of printed newspapers expect and is not very appealing visually.

SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE

Techniques for typographic electronic pagination are disclosed. In one embodiment,
the techniques may be realized as an apparatus for typographic electronic pagination. In one
implementation, the apparatus comprises at least one non-transitory processor readable
storage medium with instructions stored on the at least one medium. The instructions are
configured to be readable by at least one non-transitory processor and cause the at least one
processor to operate. The processor operates so as to receive a plurality of articles and
generate an index page based on relative visual weightings of the plurality of articles and a
size of a canvas adapted to contain the index page.

In another exemplary embodiment of an apparatus, the instructions are configured to
cause the at least one processor to operate so as to receive a plurality of articles and generate
a page layout for the plurality of articles based on page layout weightings and a size of a
 canvas adapted to contain the page layout.
In another exemplary embodiment of an apparatus, the instructions are configured to cause the at least one processor to operate so as to receive a plurality of articles, generate an index page based on relative visual weightings of the plurality of articles and a size of a canvas adapted to contain the index page, and generate a page layout for the plurality of articles based on page layout weightings and the size of canvas.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

Reference is now made to the accompanying drawings, in which like elements are referenced with like numerals. These drawings should not be construed as limiting the present disclosure, and are intended to be illustrative only.

Figure 1 shows a function of a server that performs typographic electronic pagination in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 2 depicts applications of a computer system for typographic electronic pagination in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 3 depicts a block diagram of a computer system for typographic electronic pagination in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 4 shows a method for typographic electronic pagination in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 5 shows a method for screen-based index page creation in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 6 depicts a method for page layout creation in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 7 shows a method for body column creation in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.
Figure 8 shows an example of unformatted data input in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 9 shows an example of a screen-based index page in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 10 depicts an example of an article page layout in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 11 depicts another example of an article page layout in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 12 depicts an example of an article page layout with matched articles in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 13 shows an example of an article page layout with image and advertisement elements in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 14 shows another example of an article page layout with matched articles and an advertisement element in another configuration in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 15 depicts another example of an article page layout with image and advertisement elements in a different configuration in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 16 shows another example of an article page layout with two complete matched articles in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 17 shows an example of flipping from one article page layout to the next in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 18 shows typographic parameters and settings for article page layouts in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.
Figure 19 shows additional typographic parameters and settings for article page layouts in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 20 depicts typographic parameters and settings for screen-based index page creation in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 21 depicts additional typographic parameters and settings for screen-based index page creation in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 22 shows an example of an interface for adding content for typographic electronic pagination in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 23 shows an example of an interface and preview for real time layouts in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 24 shows another example of an interface and preview for real time layouts in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 25 shows an example of typographic electronic pagination for screens with multiple orientations.

Figure 26 shows yet another example of an interface and preview for real time layouts in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 27 depicts an additional example of an interface and preview for real time layouts in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Figure 28 shows an example of a template-based news website layout.

Figure 29 shows an example of matching two articles according to a range of possible sizes.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

Figure 1 shows a server that performs typographic layout or pagination of electronic media in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure. As shown, an
The ePagination Server 110 performs layout and pagination of electronic media for a screen or page 120 having arbitrary dimensions. Although the screen or page 120 has arbitrary dimensions, other embodiments can perform pagination for screens and pages with fixed dimensions.

The ePagination Server 110 may include a non-transitory processor readable medium with instructions configured to perform typographic electronic pagination. In other embodiments, the ePagination Server 110 represents one or more processors configured to perform typographic electronic pagination or may represent one or more servers in a local area network or wide area network such as the Internet or other cloud-computing environment. The ePagination Server 110 may be operated by a content provider or as a typographic electronic pagination software-as-a-service.

The ePagination Server 110 may receive content, such as electronic media, as input. The content, such as an article, may include various elements such as a headline 101, body text 102, one or more images 103, one or more advertisements 105, and other article details 104, including, for example, the name of the journalist or author, the date of publication, quotations, captions for the one or more images 103, and other details. The Server 110 may perform typographic electronic pagination on the content and output typographically correct and aesthetically pleasing content layouts for the screens or printed pages 120.

Figure 2 depicts an embodiment in which the ePagination Server 110 is integrated into a computer system for typographic electronic pagination in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure. The Server 110 may receive content from one or more types of sources, such as blogs 201, newspapers 202, marketing companies 203, news websites 204, and company literature 205. These content sources 201-205 may provide raw, unformatted content and may provide content according to syndication standards such as Really Simple Syndication (RSS), Atom, or other standards.
For any of the content sources 201-205, the ePagination Server 110 performs typographic electronic pagination for one or more types of screens or printed pages having arbitrary dimensions 120. For example, the screens may include websites styled as newspapers 211, tablets 212 (such as an Apple iPad), smartphones 214 (such as an Android OS device or an iPhone), or televisions 215 with network connectivty (such as a Smart TV). Some screens (e.g., tablet screens) may support touchscreens and multiple orientations (e.g., portrait orientation and landscape orientation). Additionally, printed pages 213 may include newspapers, brochures, pamphlets, booklets, or flyers with multiple orientations and sizes (e.g., letter, A4, etc.). These printed pages may be printed from a printer (not shown) connected to the server 110 or connected to a computer (not shown) coupled to the server 110. Such connections may be local or over a network.

Figure 3 show a more detailed embodiment of the ePagination Server 110. As shown, the server 110 comprises a screen-based index page creator 310, a page layout creator 320, and a body column creator 330. The ePagination Server 300 may also include a real-time layout creator 340. These creators 310-340 can be implemented in software, hardware, or a combination of software and hardware. In addition, although the creators 310-340 are shown as four distinct units or modules, some or all of them can be combined into a single unit or module. For example, the creators 310-340 can form a single software program executed by a single processor or distributed among multiple processors. Alternatively, the creators 310-340 can comprise multiple software programs executed by one or more processors.

In any event, in one implementation, the screen-based index page creator 310 creates screen-based index pages. An index page may contain one or more headlines and portions or summaries of the corresponding articles supplied from article content sources 201-205 (Figure 2). The index page allows a reader to quickly "preview" the headlines and article portions/summaries to determine which article the reader would like to purchase or read in
more detail. Thus, the headlines and article portions/summaries can be considered to be article previews, as discussed above. Figure 9 shows an example of an index page 900 that contains several headlines and article portions. The index page 900 conforms to typographic parameters, and the sizes and positions of the article previews 900A-900E on the index page 900 may correspond to articles' relative visual weighting. For example, previews of more popular or newsworthy articles may have a larger headline and font size and may be located at the top left of the index page 900. Figure 9 and other aspects of index pages are described in more detail below.

In one embodiment, the page layout creator 320 creates a layout for one or more pages containing articles received from the content sources 201-205 (Figure 2). The page layout creator 320 may fit one or more articles onto one or more pages. Longer articles may begin on one page and overflow onto one or more subsequent pages, while multiple shorter articles may fit on a single page. The number of articles on a page and the manner in which they are laid out on the page depend on specified typographical parameters for the articles and pages and depend on the size of the articles. Although the page layout creator 320 is described in terms of laying out "pages," upon reviewing the present application, one skilled in the art will appreciate that "pages" can refer to printed pages or electronic pages displayed on a screen of an electronic device. For instance, a reader can read multiple, sequential electronic pages by instructing an electronic device to sequentially display each page on the device. An example of articles having a layout created by the page layout creator 320 is shown in Figures 10-16, which are described in more detail below.

In one implementation, the body column creator 330 determines how many columns are used for organizing the text of an article and how the column(s) of text are fit around the "points of interest" of the other objects of the article, such as the vertices or corners of headlines, images, and other article details. In addition, the creator 330 may be used to
determine how the column(s) of text fit around other objects, such as an area on a page designated for advertisements. In some embodiments, the screen-based index page creator 310 may use the body column creator 330 to determine the number and format of the columns of the article previews and the relative orientation of the column(s), headline, image(s), etc. of each article preview in the index page 900 (Figure 9). Similarly, the page layout creator 320 may use the body column creator 330 to determine the number of column(s) of each article and the relative orientation of the column(s), headline, image(s), etc. of each article on various pages, as shown in Figures 10-16.

In some embodiments, the content retrieval and typographic electronic pagination may be fully automated, whereby the system automatically downloads the latest articles from one or more news feeds and creates layouts that conform to preconfigured typographic settings. In other embodiments, a content provider may select a preferred layout from among multiple quasi-randomized variations of layouts that all conform to the relative weightings of articles and specified typographical parameters. Although an element of randomness enables the system to create multiple unique variations of layouts, each variation adheres to preconfigured typographic parameters. In still other embodiments, a content provider or designer may manipulate typographic parameters and layouts using the real-time layout creator 340. Examples of interfaces for, and the operation of, the real-time layout creator 340 are described in detail below with respect to Figures 23-27.

Figure 4 shows an exemplary method 400 that the ePagination Server 110 performs. Of course, not all of the operations depicted in Figure 4 (and Figures 5-7, which also illustrate flow diagrams) need to be performed in the order shown, and some operations may be performed simultaneously with other operations.

After the method 400 begins (block 410), the ePagination Server 110 collects articles from one or more sources 201-205 (Figure 2) (block 420). As noted above, these articles
may be collected from a wide variety of content sources and content types, including RSS, Atom, or other syndication standard feeds. Articles may also be copied and pasted, typed, or otherwise input directly by a user.

Then, the screen-based index page creator 310 creates a screen-based index page (such as index page 900 (Figure 9)) containing article previews for the articles (block 430), the page layout creator 320 creates the page layouts for the articles (such as the articles shown in Figures 10-16) (block 440), and the body column text creator 330 formats the text of the articles of the printed or screen pages as well as the article previews of the index page into one or more columns. The column or columns are then fitted based on the layout of the printed or screen pages and the index page (block 450). More detailed examples of the operations of the screen-based index page creator 310 (block 430), the page layout creator 320 (block 440), and the body column text creator 330 (block 450) are respectively described in conjunction with Figures 5-7 below.

At blocks 430^150, the ePagination Server 110 determines whether the article content satisfies threshold fitnesses that conforms to the specified typographical standards (see, for example, Figure 5 (block 540), Figure 6 (block 653), and Figure (block 750). A threshold fitness is a point at which the actual typographical settings for a particular article produces a layout that is sufficiently aesthetically correct. Given unlimited time and computational resources, it might be possible to find alternative typographical settings that produce a conforming layout that is even more balanced and aesthetically correct. The threshold fitness is the point at which the system will determine that a particular layout is good enough, and it can stop adjusting typographic settings looking for better layouts. As set forth in more detail in Figures 5-7, if the article content does not satisfy a threshold fitness, the ePagination Server 110 adjusts the article content elements as described in more detail below.
In some embodiments, the server 110 may repeat the process one or more times to generate several variations of layouts that all satisfy the threshold fitness. These quasi-randomized layouts may be presented to a publisher or other user, and the publisher or user may review the several options and choose the layout that he or she prefers. After finalizing the layouts, the operation ends (block 460).

Figure 5 shows a more detailed example of a method 500 that the screen-based index page creator 310 performs in block 430 (Figure 4) to create a screen-based index page. Moreover, in addition to being performed in conjunction with the typographic electronic pagination method 400 described above, the method 500 may be performed as a standalone process.

When the method 500 begins (block 510), the preview for a "lead article" of the various articles collected in block 420 (Figure 4) is set to its maximum size (block 520). The lead article may be the article considered to be the most popular or newsworthy article of all of the received articles, and its article preview may be assigned the highest weighting relative to the remaining articles. In some embodiments, content provider for one of the sources 201-205 may designate which article is the lead article. In other embodiments, the screen-based index page creator 310 may automatically select the lead article. For example, the first article in an RSS feed, the most recently published article, or the article known to be most popular may be designed as the lead article, and its preview may be assigned the highest relative visual weighting.

The maximum size of the lead article preview may be determined based on specified typographic parameters. For example, the headline of the lead article preview may have a maximum font size, and its image may have a maximum width and/or height. Examples of these and other typographic parameters are described in more detail below.
The creator 310 may also size the previews for the remaining articles according to their relative visual weightings. For instance, the total relative visual weightings of all of the article previews should be 100%. As an example, if the lead article preview has a maximum visual weighting of 60%, two remaining article previews may have maximum visual weightings of 30% and 10%, respectively. The relative visual weightings of the article previews are created by appropriately sizing the elements of the preview, such as the font size of the headlines, the font size of the text of the portions of the articles shown on the index page, and/or the size of the images for the articles.

For instance, in one implementation, assume that the lead article preview, second article preview, and third article preview on the index page have relative visual weightings of 60%, 30%, and 10%, respectively. The screen-based index page creator 310 may create these relative weightings by setting the font size of the headline of the second article preview to be half of the font size of the headline of the lead article preview because the 30% weighting is half of the 60% weighting. Similarly, the font size of the headline of the third article preview may be one-sixth of the font size of the headline of the lead article preview because the 10% weighting is one-sixth of the 60% weighting.

Another example is found in Figure 24. Preview pane 2400 displays three headlines 2351, 2354, and 2355 in a partially rendered index page. The font size of each headline is correlated with the relative visual weighting assigned to each headline. In Figure 24, the headlines 2351, 2354, and 2355 have weightings of 50%, 30%, and 20% respectively, as shown in the "weightings widget" 2350 (described in more detail below). Consequently, the lead article 2351 with a weighting of 50% is rendered in the preview pane 2400 with the largest font size, the article 2354 with a weighting of 30% is rendered with a font size that is approximately 3/5 the size of the lead article's font size, and the article 2355 with a weighting
of only 20% is rendered with the smallest font size that is approximately 2/5 the size of the lead article's font size.

Although the example above relates to creating an index page with three article previews, the number of previews can be more or less than three. In this case, the relative visual weightings may be allocated so that the sum of the weightings equals 100%. For instance, if the index page is designed to contain five article previews, weightings of the lead article preview and the second through fifth article previews may be 40%, 30%, 10%, 10%, and 10%, respectively. The creator 310 can set the number of article previews included on an index page in a number of ways. For example, a user of the creator 310 can input data indicating the number of previews, the content provider of one or more of the sources 201-205 can include information indicating the number of previews to display on the index page, or the creator 310 can determine the number of previews to include on the index page based on the number of articles received from one or more of the sources 201-205.

If the size of the headline or other element of an article preview is smaller than a certain size, it may be difficult to read and/or not visually pleasing. Thus, in some embodiments, the screen-based index page creator 310 prevents the minimum size of a headline (or other object) of an article preview from being smaller than a minimum size. For example, if the lead article preview is set at a maximum size, and the headline of a lower weighted article preview is smaller than the minimum size, then in block 530, the creator 310 may proportionally adjust the relative weightings of the lead article preview and the remaining article previews on the index page so that the lead article preview still has the highest visual impact and such that the headlines of the lower weighted article previews are larger than the minimum size.

For example, if there are two articles with relative weightings of 80% and 20% respectively, the font size of the lead article with a weighting of 80% should be four times as
large as the font size of the other article with a weighting of 20%. If the minimum headline
font size parameter is set to 20 points, the lead article's headline size must be at least 80
points. If the lead article does not fit within the dimensions of the canvas and must be
reduced to 60 points in order to fit, the other article's headline font size would need to be
reduced to only 15 points to maintain the relative visual weightings of 80% and 20%. In this
case, the second article's headline font size would drop below the specified minimum font
size, resulting in an index page that does not conform to the specified typographic settings.
Thus, to preserve conformance, the second article's headline font size would not be reduced
below 20 points. Consequently, the relative visual weighting of the lead article with a
headline font size of 60 points would be 75%, and the relative visual weighting of the second
article would be 25%. In other words, the relative visual weightings are adjusted from a 4:1
ratio to a 3:1 ratio in order to conform to a preconfigured typographic setting.

The creator 310 may set the minimum headline size according to typographic
parameters. These parameters may be set based on data input by a user or other methods
described above.

After the article previews are sized in block 530, the creator 310 may determine the
dimensions of the output screen or page (e.g., website 211, tablet 212, printed page 213 (letter
size or A4)) displaying or containing the index page (block 533). The screen-based index
document creator 310 may also calculate the total space required to fit all of the sized article
previews (block 536). Afterwards, the creator 310 compares the calculated total space with
the total space available on the output screen or page to determine if the sized article
previews will fit on the output screen or page (block 540).

If the sized article previews are too large to fit on the output screen or page, the
creator 310 may slightly reduce the size of the elements of the lead article preview (block
550). In some embodiments, the creator 310 may use quasi-randomization or a fitting
algorithm to reduce one or more of the elements. Because the reduction may be partially random, the algorithm functions more like a creative human designer than a deterministic machine or template. For example, one or more of the headline font size, kerning (i.e., character spacing), or image size of the lead article may be reduced. One or more elements of the remaining articles may also be reduced according to the relative visual weightings of the articles. Then, the creator 310 again calculates the total space required to fit all of the resized article previews (block 536) and again compares the recalculated total space with the total space available on the output screen or page to determine if the resized article previews will fit on the output screen or page (block 540).

If the article previews are small enough to fit within the available space, the screen-based index page creator 310 generates regions on the index page for each article preview (block 560). For example, a quasi-randomized reordered treemap may be used. A treemap represents data (e.g., article previews) as a set of rectangles. Each rectangle's area is proportional to a specified property of data (e.g., an article preview's relative visual weighting). See Shneiderman, "Tree Visualization with Tree-maps: A 2-d Space-filling Approach," ACM Transactions on Graphics (TOG), Vol. 11, Issue 1 (Jan. 1992), at pp. 92-99, which is incorporated by reference in its entirety for all purposes. By using a treemap tiling algorithm that can reorder the rectangles in a quasi-randomized fashion, an index page may generate a variety of potential layouts that are aesthetically pleasing and that conform to the specified typographic parameters. By using such an algorithm, the lead article preview (and other previews) may be located at different positions of the index page, although the lead article preview will have the highest visual weighting. For example, in Figures 26 and 27, four articles have weightings of 34%, 25%, 22%, and 19% respectively (see "weightings widget" 2650 in Figures 26 and 27). The preview pane 2600 in Figure 26 shows the headlines laid out according to one treemap, and the preview pane 2700 in Figure
shows the same headlines with the same weightings laid out according to a different

treemap. Because the treemapping algorithm may incorporate elements of randomness, the
particular layout may be different each time the algorithm is applied to a set of articles. The
randomness of the treemapping algorithm may be subject to constraints imposed by the
preconfigured typographic settings. For example, in some embodiments, the rectangle for the
lead article preview is always mapped to the upper-left position of the index page, while the
rectangles for the remaining article previews may be mapped to other quasi-random
positions. The quasi-random treemapping algorithm in these embodiments restricts the
position of the rectangle for the lead article but may still randomize the positions of the
remaining articles.

For screen-based applications, it may be desirable to generate multiple index pages.
For example, index pages may be created with a choice of small, medium, or large font sizes
so that a reader may readily adjust the font size. Screen-based applications may also be
adapted to render content in a way to facilitate night-reading such as with inverted or sepia-
tone background colors. Moreover, the ePagination Server 110 may output index pages to
more than one of the output devices 211-215 having different sized screens and pages. Thus,
the creator 310 may create different sized index pages to be displayed on or generated by the
different devices 211-215.

For screen-based applications, such as an Apple iPad tablet 212, a user may rotate the
device to switch between portrait and landscape orientations. It may be desirable to generate
both portrait and landscape index pages that are selectively displayed on the device
depending on the device's orientation. In some embodiments, the portrait and landscape
index pages may be correlated. For example, article previews should maintain the same
relative position to one another in both orientations. In another example, the preview content
for each article preview should contain the same number of sentences in both orientations. With these features, a user may be less likely to become disoriented upon rotating the device.

After the regions are generated in block 560, the creator 310 may fit the article previews in the respective regions. For example, in addition to the headline and optional image, one or more sentences of body content may be included as the preview of the article. In some embodiments, one sentence may be fitted first, and if additional space is available, additional sentences may be fitted one at a time until there is no longer sufficient space to fit additional sentences for the article in the region. To achieve a tight fit above a threshold fitness of the generated region, typographical features may be adjusted within acceptable ranges of the specified typographical settings. For example, the leading (i.e., line spacing) or kerning (i.e., character spacing) of the text of the article preview may be increased or decreased, the number of columns of text may be increased or decreased, and the width of the columns may be adjusted. This adjustment may continue until each article preview in each generated region of the treemap conforms to the predetermined typographic settings.

In screen-based applications, the article previews on the displayed index page may be hyperlinked so that tapping on, clicking on, or selecting an article preview will cause a page layout to appear that contains at least a first page of full article content related to the selected article preview. For example, if a user is viewing the index page 900 (Figure 9) on a tablet 212, the user may tap the article preview 900B, in which case the user may be shown page layout 1300 (Figure 13), which contains the full text of the article 1300A. In print applications, page numbers or other cross-references may be listed to indicate the page of printed text that contains at least a first page of full article content related to the cross-referenced article preview.

In some embodiments, additional design elements may be selected or applied automatically. For example, lined borders may be rendered around individual article
previews. Referring again to index page 900 (Figure 9), vertical borders 930 separate the article previews 900A-900B on the left side of the index page 900 from the article previews 900C-900E on the right side of the index page 900. Other configurations may show horizontal borders as well (not shown). In some embodiments, the creator 310 may be configured to render horizontal borders, vertical borders, or both horizontal and vertical borders. The styles of the borders may also be configured, such as the color, thickness, or shape of the border. The creator 310 may be configured to render only a part of a border so that, for example, the top 5% and the bottom 5% is shown as whitespace. For example, the vertical border 930 does not extend across the entire vertical length of the article preview area. Furthermore, in some embodiments, the length of the border may be determined by the longest article preview adjacent to the border. For example, the top portion of the vertical border 930 is sized according to the height of the taller preview 900A for the article 803 instead of the height of the shorter preview 900D for the article 802.

Figure 6 shows a more detailed example of a method 600 that the page layout creator 320 performs in block 440 (Figure 4) to create a full content page layout for an article. Unlike the index page (shown in Figure 9), in which the headlines for the article previews are displayed on a single page, the articles in the full content page layouts may spread across multiple pages (as shown in Figures 10-16). Moreover, in addition to being performed in conjunction with the typographic electronic pagination method 400 described above, the method 600 may be performed as a standalone process.

As shown, after the method 600 begins (block 610), the creator 320 assigns a weighting to each article. Depending on the embodiment, weightings may be assigned manually or automatically based on various criteria. For example, the first two articles listed in a RSS feed may be designated "Main" articles, the next three articles may be designated "General" articles, and any remaining articles may be designated "Minor" articles. In this
example, "Main" articles have the highest weighting, which may be conveyed using the largest font size for the headline. "General" articles have a medium weighting, which may be conveyed using a medium headline font size. "Minor" articles may have the lowest weighting, conveyed with the smallest headline font size.

These page layout weightings may influence the relative size of the headline and image(s) between articles of one weighting and articles of another weighting, but a page layout weighting is independent of the length of an article. A very short article may be assigned a "Main" page layout weighting, and a lengthy article may be assigned a "Minor" page layout weighting. In addition to the weighting, the system may also determine the total space required for an article, which includes the body text the article. The space required for the body text may not necessarily depend on the weighting of the article, but it may depend on the values of various typographical features such as the number and size of columns of body text. The body column adjustment is described below with respect to method 700 of Figure 7.

Afterwards, the page layout creator 320 may "decorate" each article for a good fit (block 630). Article decoration may include placing the headline, image, strapline, and other article elements in various positions and alignments within the page layout. In some embodiments, a fixed number of standard decorations may be applied in sequence until a decoration that provides a sufficient fit is found. Among the fixed number of standard decorations or layouts, some may be designed for Main articles, whereas others are designed for General or Minor articles. Depending on an article's weighting, several different decorations or layouts may be available that define the relative positions of the headline, optional images, and optional advertisements. The layouts may also account for other article features such as the strapline (e.g., subtitle or sub-headline) and other details such as the name of journalist or author and the article's publication date.
Different layouts may result in different degrees of "fitness," whereby the fitness is a measure of the typographic correctness and aesthetic quality of a particular layout applied to a particular article. For example, a layout with a good fitness provides an alignment of a headline and an image that minimizes extraneous whitespace around the elements in the article. If no layout provides a sufficiently tight fit, elements of the article (e.g., headline and image) may be reduced organically according to a fitting algorithm that is similar to the one described above and executed by the screen-based index page creator 310 at block 550 in Figure 5.

For some layouts, in order to reduce the size of an article, an image corresponding to an article may be cropped to fit within a certain region or area allocated for displaying or reproducing the particular layout. In some embodiments, images may be cropped according to one or more cropping heuristics. For example, since the most relevant or important aspects of an image typically are contained in the center of the image, one heuristic may be to crop the image around its center. Other heuristics could perform an algorithm to recognize one or more faces in an image and crop the image around the face(s) or another relatively interesting portion of the image.

Some images include captions. In some embodiments, image captions may be fitted or reduced separately from the image. For screen applications, clicking or tapping on an image that has been reduced or cropped may display the full-size original image with options to zoom.

As described above, the total space for an article may include the body text, which depends on the number and size of the columns used to display the body text. The space required for an article to be laid out on a page may also account for the space required for an advertisement within the article's region. Thus, content of the article may be fitted around predetermined allotted whitespace for advertising. In other embodiments, if the content of
the advertisement is known, then the space for the advertisement may be sized appropriately for the content of the advertisement prior to fitting the article around the advertisement.

In certain implementations, the advertisements may include pay-per-click advertisements such that, if a reader clicks on the advertisement, more information about the advertisement will be displayed. Additionally or alternatively, if a web address or URL associated with the advertisement is available, the reader may be directed to the web address or URL when he or she clicks on the displayed advertisements. The advertisements may also be copies of the advertisements appearing in the original publication of the content source and modified to include an associated hyperlink that may be separately visible to the reader or embedded in the displayed advertisement itself.

The page layout creator 320 determines a size range for each article based on the minimum and maximum space that an article may occupy on one or more pages (block 640). At this point, the height and width dimensions of the canvas is known. In the present embodiment, each article occupies the entire horizontal width of the screen or page, but there is a range of possible sizes, or heights, for each article, depending on decoration applied to each layout and values of other typographic parameters. For example, there are minimum and maximum font sizes for the headline, minimum and maximum leading and kerning for the body text, minimum and maximum image sizes, etc. The minimum height of the entire article may be determined by applying the minimum values for each typographic parameter, and the maximum height of the article may be determined by taking the maximum values for each typographic parameter. The page layout creator 320 may adjust one or more typographic parameters to fit the article to a particular height within the range of possible heights.

The height of a page may be constant. If the page layout creator 320 adjusts the typographic parameters to set the height of an article equal to the height of a page, then an
entire article may appear by itself on the page. If the height of an article is less than the
height of a page, there will be "underflow." The underflow is the amount of vertical space
leftover on the page that may be filled by a different article or advertisement. If the height of
an article is greater than the height of a page, there will be "overflow." A portion of the
article will occupy one or more full pages, and a final portion of the article will occupy a
portion of a subsequent page. The overflow refers to the portion of the article that spills onto
a portion of a subsequent page, leaving whitespace in the region of the page that is not
occupied by the overflow. This whitespace may be filled by a different article or
advertisement.

The page layout creator 320 then tries to arrange the order and layout of the articles
on the pages to fill the whitespace gaps left by articles with underflow or overflow and
conform to specified typographic features (block 650). This may be referred to as
"matching" the articles. For example, for aesthetics, the creator 320 may require articles that
do not start at the top of a page to end on that same page. Additionally, for aesthetics, the
creator 320 may also have minimum underflow and minimum overflow requirements
between successive pages. For example, a minimum overflow requirement may prevent very
small portions of an article (e.g., one sentence) from overflowing or spilling over from one
page onto the next page. A minimum underflow requirement may ensure that articles that do
not fill a whole page leave sufficient space for a smaller, "filler article" or advertisement to fit
completely within the remaining space on that page. For example, if a long article has an
overflow that will occupy 20-40% of a subsequent page depending on its typographic
parameters, the creator 320 may look for a matching filler article that may be laid out with an
underflow between 20% and 40% that would correspond to, or match, the long article's
overflow. Figures 12, 14, and 16 show examples of page layouts in which an article with
underflow or overflow is matched with a filler article so that the pair of articles occupy a full page and thereby minimizing extraneous whitespace.

In some embodiments, in block 650, if matches are not available within the range of sizes for one or more articles (block 653: No), then the page layout creator 320 may adjust the page layout weightings associated with one or more articles (block 657). Adjusting the weightings provides for a different set of values for the typographical parameters to be applied to the articles. For example, the font size of the headline or the size of the image may be reduced. Then, the creator again decorates the articles according to one or more layouts (block 630), recalculates the new size ranges of the articles (block 640), and determines if the articles can be appropriately matched to the page (block 650).

If the articles can be matched (block 653: Yes), the page layout creator 320 may select the match from among the matches (block 660). In some embodiments, the selected match may be the match for which values of certain typographical features correspond most closely between the matched articles. For example, a match between two articles with the same leading \( (i.e., \) line spacing) is more aesthetically pleasing than a match between two articles with different leading. Because matched articles appear on the same page, it is more aesthetically pleasing if the matched articles on the same page have the same overall appearance due to having the same or similar values for various typographic parameters such as leading and kerning.

If all articles can be matched, the page layout may have minimum extraneous whitespace at the bottom of each page, and the sum of the sizes of all of the articles would correspond to an integer multiple of the size of the page \( (i.e., \) dimension of the canvas). Figure 29 shows an example of matching two articles according to a range of possible sizes. In this example, all of the articles span the entire width of the page, and thus, the size of the article can be represented solely by the height of the article. Of course, in other
embodiments, the size of the article may be represented by the height of the article and one or more other dimensions, such as the width.

As shown in the figure, the article 2901 has a minimum height 2901A, which is the height of the article 2901A when the minimum values for the typographic parameters are applied. The article also has a maximum height 2901B, which is the height of the article 2901B when the maximum values for the typographic parameters are applied. If the article 2901 begins at the top of page 2900A as shown in Figure 29, the page layout creator 320 can configure the article to have a size ranging between the minimum and maximum heights 2901A and 2901B by adjusting the values of one or more of the typographical parameters.

Similarly Article 2902 has a minimum height 2902A and a maximum height 2902B. If the article 2902 begins at the top of page 2900B as shown in Figure 29, the creator 320 can also adjust its size to correspond to a height between the minimum and maximum heights 2902A and 2902B by appropriately changing one or more typographical parameter values between their respective minimum and maximum values. The creator 320 may determine that a good match exists for the articles 2901 and 2902 if their sizes can be adjusted within their possible ranges of sizes so that they can fit together on a page with a tight fit.

In the present embodiment, the article 2901 can be configured to a height 2901C, which is greater than the minimum height 2901A and less than the maximum height 2901B. Similarly, the article 2902 can be configured to a height of 2902C, which is between the minimum and maximum heights 2902A and 2092B. When the article 2901 has a height of 2901C and the article 2902 has a height of 2902C, they may be arranged on the same page 2900C and provide a tight fit (e.g., fit on the page with the optimal or nearly optimal amount of whitespace 2910).

While the example shown in Figure 29 adjusts the sizes (e.g., heights) of the two articles 2901 and 2902 to tightly fit them together on a single page, the present disclosure is
not limited to such an example. For instance, in other embodiments, the minimum and
maximum heights of a first article may span two pages, and the minimum and maximum
heights of a second article may be smaller than the height of one page. In this instance, the
sizes of the articles may be adjusted so that they fit tightly across two pages. Namely, after
the sizes of the articles are adjusted, an initial portion of the first article may occupy one
page, and an overflow portion of the first article may occupy an area of a subsequent page.
The subsequent page may also contain the entire second article so that the overflow portion
of the first article and the entire second article fit snuggly on the second page. In yet another
embodiment, in some scenarios, adjusting the size of only one of the articles may be
performed to tightly fit two or more articles on a page (or across multiple pages).

For screen-based applications, such as an Apple iPad tablet 212, a user may rotate the
device to switch between portrait and landscape orientations. Thus, as noted above in the
explanation of the method 400 (Figure 4) performed by the screen-based index page creator
310, the page layout creator 320 may generate both portrait and landscape page layouts. In
some embodiments, the portrait and landscape page layouts may be correlated. For example,
there may be a rule that the order in which articles appear should remain the same when the
orientation of the device changes. There may be another rule that articles matched together in
landscape orientation should also be matched together in portrait orientation. In another
example, the relative positions of headlines, images, and other content should be the same in
both orientations. Rules such as these help maintain a consistent reading experience for users
when they change the orientation of their devices.

To satisfy these rules, the creator 320 may determine when the dimensions of the
canvas may be inverted, such that the height in one orientation becomes the width in another
orientation, and vice versa. When decorating layouts and matching articles, the creator 320
may check whether a particular decoration or match fits both orientations, so that the
decoration and match will be the same even if the orientation of the device changes. After
the appropriate match is selected in block 660, the method 600 ends (block 670).

Figure 7 shows a more detailed example of a method 700 that the body column creator 330
performs in block 450 (Figure 4) to format, into one or more columns, both the article
previews for the index page (created by the screen-based index page creator 310) and the
entire articles for the printed or screen pages (laid out by the page layout creator 320).
Moreover, in addition to being performed in conjunction with the typographic electronic
pagination method 400 described above, the method 700 may be performed as a standalone
process.

After the method begins (block 710), the creator 330 identifies "points of interest"
(block 720). Points of interest may be an element or part of an element so that columns of
text may be aligned to the points of interest. In one implementation, points of interest may be
certain article elements or placeholders for article elements within a selected page layout or
article preview. For example, the space occupied by the headline, strapline, image, and other
details may be points of interest that should be identified. Regions of the page allotted to
advertisements may also be identified as points of interest. In the present example, the body
column creator 330 performs the method 700 to fit one or more columns of body text around
the points of interest in a visually appealing manner that conforms to typographical standards
or conventions. One example of fitting a column around a point of interest is "snapping
columns" to align with one or more corners of an image. In Figure 13, the left side of the
center column of the article 1300A-1 is aligned with the bottom left corner (i.e., point of
interest) of the image, and the right side of the rightmost column of the article 1300A-1 is
aligned with the bottom right corner (i.e., point of interest) of the image.

In other embodiments, points of interest could be bounding areas for anything that can
be displayed on a screen or printed. For example, points of interests could be for objects such
as video or interactive content, such as Flash applications or other elements. These objects may have rectangular boundaries or boundaries of regularly or irregularly shaped polygons or curves. The headline, body, and other text of the articles or previews, as well as the images, are fitted around the objects.

As part of fitting the text and images around the objects, the body column creator 330 adjusts the size of the columns of the text (block 730). For example, the creator 330 may adjust various typographic features, such as the margins between the column text to the edges of the pages or the margins between the column text and the headline, strapline, image, caption, or advertisement of an article. If there is more than one column of text, then the size of the columns (or space that they occupy) may be adjusted by changing the width of the gutter or gutters (i.e., whitespace) between columns.

In addition to changing the size of the columns, the body column creator 330 may adjust the number of columns (block 740). For example, the number of columns for displaying an article or preview may be increased from two columns to three columns or decreased from two columns to one column to better fit the article or preview on the page.

Adjusting the size of the columns (block 730) and the number of columns (block 740) provides greater flexibility in sizing the article or preview between a minimum size (occupying a relatively small space on the page(s)) and a maximum size (occupying a relatively large space on the page(s)), as well as its relative orientation among other articles or previews, while enabling the article or preview to still be displayed in a visually pleasing manner. This added flexibility enhances the ability of the ePagination Server 110 to adequately fit a number of articles or previews onto one or more pages. For example, for each additional column added, an additional adjustable gutter of whitespace is added between the columns. With more total whitespace per line, fewer words per line may fit within each
of the columns, and thus, the total space required for the article or preview increases as the number of columns increases and the width of the gutters between the columns increases.

The body column creator 330 may also make additional adjustments. For example, text may be hyphenated automatically. The alignment of the text, such as left justification or full justification, may also be adjusted. The range of acceptable adjustments may be determined according to specified typographic parameters. For example, a minimum column height, a range of allowed words per line, a range of column widths and gutter sizes, a maximum difference in column height (e.g., column 2 must be at least 90% as tall as column 1), or maximum image width that should align with the column widths may be set. These parameters may be input by a user of the ePagination Server 110, be predetermined based on data provided by the content providers of the sources 201-205, or be set automatically to default values.

After the size and number of columns have been adjusted in blocks 730 and 740, the body column creator 330 determines whether the columns provide a fit for the body text around the identified points of interest that exceeds a threshold fitness (block 750). If the columns do not fit (block 750: No), the size and/or number of columns are readjusted (blocks 730 and 740), and the creator determines if the readjusted columns fit (block 750). If the columns fit (block 750: Yes), the method 700 ends (block 760).

The discussion below contains more detailed examples of the operation of, and screens and pages generated by, the screen-based index page creator 310, the page layout creator 320, and the body column creator 330 of the ePagination Server 110.

Figure 8 shows an example of unformatted data that the ePagination Server 110 may receive. In this embodiment, an RSS newsfeed 801 from the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) is rendered in a web browser 800. The newsfeed 801 may contain plain text XML files, and in the present example, an item 802 is rendered with a hyperlinked
headline (i.e., "Criminal case over topless photos"), publication date (i.e., September 16, 2012), and the beginning of the article text (i.e., "Lawyers for the Duke...). In the newsfeed 801, the first item 803, with the headline "New Hillsborough inquests demand" is considered to be the lead article.

Figure 9 shows an example of a screen-based index page 900 that the screen-based index page creator 310 (Figure 3) generates in accordance with the illustrative method 500 (Figure 5) described above. The creator 310 creates the index page 900 having five article previews 900A-900E based on the content of the RSS feed 801 in Figure 8.

As shown, the article preview 900A corresponds to the lead article 803 in Figure 8 and appears in the upper-left position of the page 900. The preview 900A contains a headline 901, an image 902, and a strapline 903. Since preview 900A corresponds to the lead article 803, its headline 901 is the largest headline relative to the other headlines, and its image 902 is the largest image relative to the other images. The strapline 903 of the article 803 appears bolded below the image. The preview 900A also includes article preview text 904, which is the first portion of the text of the lead article 803 and includes several complete sentences.

The other article previews 900B-900E on the index page 900 have lower relative visual weightings than the preview 900A for the lead article 803. Thus, they have smaller headlines, smaller images, and/or less article preview text.

As noted on the index page 900, the preview texts of the article previews 900A and 900C-900E are arranged in one column, whereas the preview text 910 of the article preview 900B is arranged in two columns. The body column creator 330 set the number of columns of the previews 900A-900E during its performance of the method 700 (Figure 7) so that the article previews 900A-900E fit together snuggly on the index page 900 in an aesthetically pleasing manner. In addition, in performing the method 500 (Figure 5), the screen-based index page creator 310 selected the portions of the preview texts for respective previews
900A-900E such that each of the preview texts ends with a full stop (i.e., is a complete sentence).

Additionally, the index page 900 contains a newspaper logo 915, a border 920 around the perimeter margins of the page 900, and vertical borders 930 separating the article previews 900A-900B on the left side of the index page 900 from the previews 900C-900E on the right side. In one embodiment, the creator 310 creates the logo 915 and the borders 920 and 930. The dimensions of index page 900 may be fixed or may be arbitrary and adjustable to suit different sizes of printed pages or screen-based applications.

Figures 10-16 show an example of a series of pages 1000-1600 generated when the page layout creator 320 performs the method 600 (Figure 6) on the newsfeed 801. As shown, the pages 1000-1600 include articles 1000A, 1100A, 1200A, 1300A, 1400A, 1500A, 1600A, and 1600B. Specifically, the first page 1000 (Figure 10) contains a first article 1000A in its entirety. The second page 1100 (Figure 11) contains a first portion 1100A-1 of the second article 1100A, and the third page 1200 (Figure 12) contains a second portion 1100A-2 the second article 1100A. The third page 1200 also contains the third article 1200A in its entirety. The fourth page 1300 (Figure 13) contains a first portion 1300A-1 of the fourth article 1300A, and the fifth page 1400 (Figure 14) contains a second portion 1300A-2 the fourth article 1300A. The fifth page 1400 also contains the fifth article 1400A in its entirety. The sixth page 1500 (Figure 15) contains a sixth article 1500A in its entirety, and the seventh page 1600 (Figure 16) contains the seventh article 1600A and the eighth article 1600B in their entireties.

Upon comparing the index page 900 (Figure 9) with the pages 1000-1600 (Figures 10-16), one notes that many of the articles on the pages are previewed on the index page 900. Namely, the article preview 900A on the index page 900 corresponds to the first article 1000A (Figure 10). The article preview 900D corresponds to the second article 1100A.
(Figures 11 and 12), and the article preview 900E corresponds to the third article 1200A (Figure 12). The article preview 900B corresponds to the fourth article 1300A (Figures 13 and 14), and the article preview 900C corresponds to the sixth article 1500A (Figure 15). In some embodiments, the page layout creator 320 may create page layouts for articles such as minor articles that do not appear on the index page. For example, the articles 1600A and 1600B (Figure 16) do not appear on the index page 900.

As noted above, the article preview 900A corresponds to the lead article 803 received first in the RSS newsfeed 801 (Figure 8) from the BBC, and thus, the preview has the highest visual weighting in the index page 900. The article preview 900D corresponds to the second article 802 received in the newsfeed 801 and has the second highest visual weighting. The remaining article previews 900B, 900C, and 900E, which corresponds to the subsequently received articles, have the lowest visual weighting.

Since the previews 900A and 900D have higher weightings than the other previews 900B, 900C, and 900E, the page layout creator 320 tries to locate the full articles corresponding to these previews 900A and 900D on the initial pages of the page layout if it can do so while conforming to typographic standards or conventions and while maintaining an aesthetically pleasing layout. In the present example, the creator 320 is able to position the full articles 1000A and 1100A (corresponding to the previews 900A and 900D) on the first three consecutive pages 1000-1200 of the page layout.

Moreover, since the first article 1000A (Figure 10) corresponds to the preview 900A with the highest weighing and the lead article 803, the page layout creator 320 similarly assigns a "Main" weighting to the article 1000A in the page layout. Thus, the headline, strapline, and other elements of the article 1000A may have the largest size relative to the other articles in the page layout. Similarly, since the preview 900D has the second highest visual weighting, the creator 320 may assign a "General" weighting to the corresponding
article 1100A (Figures 11 and 12) in the page layout. Thus, the headline, strapline, and other
elements of the article 1100A may have a smaller size than those of the article 1000A with
the "Main" weighting, but may have a larger size than the remaining articles 1200A-1600A
(Figures 12-16). Since the remaining articles 1200A-1600A in the page layout correspond to
previews 900A, 900C, and 900E with low weighting, or do not even correspond to a preview
on the index page 900, the creator 320 may assign these articles 1200A-1600A with a
"Minor" weighting. Thus, the remaining articles 1200A-1600A may be assigned a "Minor"
weighting and have article elements that are smaller than those of the article 1100A.

The page layout creator 320, in conjunction with the body column creator 330, work
together to adjust the sizes of the articles 1000A-1600B so that they can be laid out on the
screens or pages in an aesthetically pleasing manner and in conformity with typographical
standards or conventions. For instance, the page layout is more visually appealing if the
pages 1000-1600 have little or no extraneous whitespace. One typical area where whitespace
is difficult to eliminate is the area between the last sentence of the last article 1600B of the
layout and the bottom margin of the last page 1600. However, as shown in Figure 16, by
properly adjusting the sizes of the articles 1000A-1600B and by using other techniques, the
page layout creator 320 is able to layout the articles 1000A-1600B so that there is little or no
whitespace between the end of the last article 1600B and the bottom of the page 1600.

Many of the techniques that the page layout creator 320 and the body column creator
330 use to adjust the size of the articles has been described above, and some of the techniques
are explained below. One example of a size adjusting technique is to selectively include
article elements (images, straplines, etc.) in, or omit article elements from, the articles
1000A-1600B. For instance, as shown in Figures 10-12, 14, and 16, the sizes of the articles
1000A-1200A, 1400A, 1600A, and 1600B are reduced by omitting images from them.

Moreover, although articles 1000A-1500A include straplines SL, source web addresses (or
URLs) SWA, and publication dates and times PDT, the creator 320 omitted straplines from the articles 1600A and 1600B to reduce their size. Alternatively, the creator 320 may be configured to prevent image(s) from being omitted from the created page layouts.

In addition, in the present embodiment, the body column creator 330 has organized the text of the articles 1000A-1600B into three columns and adjusted the spacing between the columns, as well as the spacing between the columns and other article elements, to resize the articles 1000A-1600B. While the text of all of the articles 1000A-1600B is organized into three columns in this example, of course, the creator 330 can organize the text of one, more, or all of the articles 1000A-1600A in to a different number of columns so that the articles can be adjusted to have the appropriate size.

Another technique that the page layout creator 320 uses to increase the size of an article so that all of the articles fit snuggly across all pages of the layout is to add advertisement spaces ADS to the articles. In one embodiment, the page layout creator 320 inserts advertisements into these spaces ADS, and in another embodiment, another device (which may be part of or external to the ePagination system) may insert advertisements into the spaces ADS. In the present embodiment, the creator 320 has added advertisement spaces ADS to the articles 1000A, 1300A-1500A, and 1600B as shown in Figures 10 and 13-16. Moreover, to provide greater flexibility in resizing the articles, the creator 320 can select from among a plurality of differently sized spaces ADS to insert into the articles. The different sizes of the spaces ADS may be fixed or adjustable. In some embodiments, the creator 320 may be configured to require that specific advertisements must be present in created layouts. The creator 320 may be further configured to require that the specific advertisements be of a certain size. For example, an advertiser may pay for an advertisement associated to span the full width of a page on which a article with a Major page layout
weighting appears, and the creator 320 may be required to insert the purchased advertisement.

In some embodiments, other techniques for resizing articles in a way that preserves their visually appealing characteristics is to ensure that various elements of the articles are aligned when they are resized with respect to each other. For example, when the page layout creator 320 adjusts the size of an image of an article, it resizes it so that its width corresponds to the width of one or more columns of texts. Figure 13, for instance, shows a scenario in which the page layout creator 320 decreased (or increased) the size of an image of the article 1300A while ensuring that its width corresponds to the width of two columns (taking into account the gutter space between the columns). Moreover, to maintain the aesthetics of the article, the creator 320 aligned the left side of the image with the left side of the middle column. To further enhance the visual appearance of the article 1300A, the creator 320 likewise aligned the top portion of the image with the top of the source web address SWA in the first column.

Similarly, in the article 1500A shown in Figure 15, the page layout creator 320 adjusted the size of the image by cropping the image so that its width corresponds to the width of one column of text. Moreover, the creator aligned the left edge of the image with the left edge of the left column.

The page layout creator 320 and the body column creator 330 also create the page layouts such that they conform to various typographical conventions. For instance, one convention is that, if an article does not start at the top of a page, it must end on the same page. This article, which is a filler article, must fit entirely on a single page to conform to this convention. Under this convention, longer articles that overflow onto additional pages should start at the top of the page. The filler article should start below the overflow portion, and the filler article itself should not overflow onto a later page. Figures 11 and 12 illustrate
one example of how the creator 320 satisfies this design guideline or convention. Namely, since the article 1100A is too large to fit on a single page, the page 1100 can only contain the first portion 1100A-1 of the article 1100A, and the second portion 1100A-2 spills over, or overflows, onto the next page 1200. Due to this overflow, the next article 1200A cannot start at the top of the page 1200 and instead starts about one-third of the way down the page. As such, the page layout creator 320 selects and resizes the article 1200A so that it ends at the bottom of the page 1200, as opposed to overflowing onto the next page 1300 or ending prior to the bottom of the page 1200.

Similarly, in Figure 14, since the article 1400A does not start at the top of the page 1400, the page layout creator 320 selects and sizes the article 1400A so that it ends at the bottom of the page. The article 1600B in Figure 16 shows yet another example of the creator 320 conforming to this typographical convention.

Another design guideline to make articles aesthetically pleasing is to group the text into a certain number of columns and size the vertical dimension of the article so that the bottom of all of the columns are aligned. Other techniques to align the bottom of the columns of an article is to insert other article elements (e.g., an image or an advertisement) above or below the text of one or more of the columns. For example, as shown in Figure 13, the article 1300A has three columns, and an image is inserted above the text of the two rightmost columns to help ensure that the bottom edges of all three columns are aligned. Similarly, in Figure 14, the article 1400A has three columns, and an advertisement ADS is inserted below the text of the rightmost column to assist in aligning the bottom edges of all three columns. (In this example, the bottom edge of the advertisement ADS corresponds to the bottom edge of the rightmost column). The article 1500A in Figure 15 shows a similar example, in which an image is inserted above the text of the leftmost column and an advertisement ADS is inserted below the text of the rightmost column to align the bottom edges of the columns.
In some embodiments, requiring the bottom edges of the columns of an article to precisely align may be too rigid of a rule. Thus, the page layout creator 320 and/or body column creator 330 may consider columns to be aligned if there edges are within a maximum permissible distance of each other. For example, in Figure 14, the rightmost column of the second portion 1300A-2 of the article 1300A is shorter than the bottom of the leftmost and center columns. However, since the bottom edge of the rightmost column is within a vertical threshold distance of the leftmost and center columns, the creator 320 and/or 330 considers the columns to satisfy this requirement.

Another typographical convention applies when a page contains two articles or at least portions of two articles. In this instance, making widths of the columns of the two articles (or portions) and spacing between the columns to be the same enhances the aesthetics of the page.

However, as with the previous convention, applying this rule too rigidly may hinder the ability of the page layout creator 320 and/or the body column creator 330 to generate the page layouts appropriately. For example, in Figure 16, the page 1600 contains two articles 1600A and 1600B. As shown, the width and spacing of the columns in the article 1600A are different from the width and spacing of the columns in the article 1600B. Nonetheless, since the widths and spacings are within predetermined thresholds of each other, the creator 320 and/or 330 considers the columns of the articles 1600A and 1600B to be similarly sized and spaced.

In some embodiments in which the page layout is displayed on a screen, the page layout creator 320 may create the layout so that a reader can manipulate a user interface, such as a touch screen, to flip through the pages in a manner that simulates turning the pages of a hardcopy book or newspaper. For example, Figure 17 shows an example of a tablet 212 that displays the page layout containing the pages 1000-1600 shown in Figures 10-16. If the
reader is displaying page 1200 of the layout, he or she can move a finger or other device in a leftward direction across the tablet 212. In response to this instruction, the tablet 212 displays an animation that simulates the turning of page 1200 to show the next page 1300.

The ePagination Server 110 may contain a number of default, predetermined, or configurable typographic parameters. These parameters may affect the overall aesthetic or look-and-feel of an output publication or layout and may help ensure typographic correctness. These parameters may define single values, or they may define ranges of acceptable values or tolerances. The typographic parameters described herein should not be considered an exhaustive list but are merely examples provided for illustrative purposes.

Figure 18 shows one embodiment for inputting typographic parameters and settings that may be used by the page layout creator 320. As shown, ePagination Server 110 may control a display to display a panel 1800 prompting a user to input or modify various typographic parameters. Initially, the panel 1800 may contain default values for the parameter and/or may be configured by a content provider, an ePagination system administrator, or other user.

The first portion of panel 1800 contains parameters related to characteristics of an article page layout. For example, the parameters may include height and width parameters 1801 that define the dimensions of the canvas for print or screen-based applications. In some embodiments, the dimensions may be defined by pixels, and in other embodiments, the dimensions may be defined by centimeters or other unit of length.

The parameters may also include margin parameters 1802 that specify the amount of whitespace between the text, image, etc. of an article and the top, base (i.e., bottom), left, and right edges of the page or screen. The margins can be set to specific values corresponding to length or number of pixels. Additionally, some or all of the margins (e.g., the left and right margins) can be set with an "auto" parameter so that their sizes adjust automatically.
Dynamically adjusted margins provide a greater range of width or height for article content that will allow for an article to fit snuggly within a page.

The second portion of the panel 1800 contains advertisement parameters 1804. These parameters 1804 specify the amount of whitespace between article text and regions allotted to advertisements and operate in a manner similar to the margin parameters 1801-1802 discussed above.

According to some embodiments, the ePagination Server 110 may receive source articles that are unformatted, or formatted inconsistently, or formatted in a way that varies from the desired style for a particular output layout. Several typographic parameters may impose formatting onto the text of the articles to conform to a desired style or predetermined typographic layout for the output layouts.

For example, the third portion of the panel 1800 contains typographic parameters pertaining to paragraph formatting. For example, a bolding parameter 1805 specifies the amount of text, if any, which should be bolded at the beginning of an article. In one implementation, by inputting a non-negative integer in the window 1805A and selecting the appropriate menu selection (e.g., paragraph, sentence, etc.) from the drop down menu 1805B, a content provider or a user of the ePagination system may specify, for example, that the system should "make the leading 1 paragraph(s) bold," "make the leading 2 sentence(s) bold," or other style configurations.

In another example, the paragraph word break parameter 1806 ensures that paragraphs are not truncated on a page or break across pages such that only a small portion of a paragraph remains on a page. Allowing only a few words or lines of a paragraph to remain on a page detracts from the aesthetics of the page. A content provider or user can input a number for this parameter 1806 to ensure that only portions of a paragraph having more than the specified number of words are allowed to remain on a page. In the example shown in
Figure 18, the user inputs "35" as the parameter 1806 to instruct the page layout creator 320 to only truncate a paragraph on a given page or allow it to break across the given page and a subsequent page after 35 words are contained on the given page. Of course, the user can effectively disable this feature by setting paragraph word break parameter 1806 to "0". The paragraph line break parameter 1807 is similar to the parameter 1806, except that it specifies the number of lines of a paragraph that must remain on a given page when it is truncated or breaks across the given page and a subsequent page.

In another example, the full stop format parameter 1808 allows a content provider or user to specify certain punctuation or other symbols or formats that represent a full stop or a complete sentence. In some embodiments, any full stop format such as a full stop or period, exclamation point, or question mark may indicate the end of a complete sentence. This parameter may also specify how many spaces should appear between sentences (e.g., one or two spaces).

Figure 19 shows one embodiment for inputting typographic parameters and settings that may be used by the page layout creator 320. As shown, ePagination Server 110 may control a display to display a panel 1900 prompting a user to input or modify various typographic parameters. The first portion of the panel 1900 contains parameters related to headlines. For instance, headline font parameters 1901 allow a user to specify the font for headlines, and the font may be different for articles with different weightings. In the example shown, headlines with "Main" and "General" weightings have a Cambria font, whereas headlines with a "Minor" weighting have an Arial font. These parameters 1901 also allow a user to specify the font size of the headlines, which may be different depending on the weighting. For example, headlines with "Main," "General," and "Minor" have font sizes of 65, 35, and 25, respectively, as shown.
The panel 1900 also includes headline margin parameters 1902. These parameters 1902 specify the relative distances from the headline to the top of the page, from the strapline to the top of the page, and from the body text of the article to the top of the page. The distance between the top margin to strapline and top margin to body may be represented by divisors of the headline font size. For example, the bigger the font size of the headline, the greater the distance between top margin and the headline. The margin to body divisor of the headline margin parameters 1902 specifies the divisor or ratio of distance between the headline and article body text for articles where the strapline is not rendered. Similarly, strapline margin parameter 1903 specifies the divisor or ratio for the distance between the strapline and the article body text for articles where the strapline is rendered.

The panel 1900 also includes image parameters 1905 that specify properties related to images and image captions on the page layout. For example, these parameters 1905 may specify the font type (e.g., Arial) for the caption of the image, the font size (e.g., 12) of the caption, and the font style (e.g., italics) of the caption. The "Margin no caption" parameter specifies the distance (i.e., whitespace) between the image and the article body text when a caption is not rendered, whereas "Margin to caption" specifies the distance between the image and the caption when the caption is rendered. "Caption margin" specifies the distance between the caption and the article body text when the caption is rendered. "Space between articles" specifies the distance between the end of a first article and the headline of a filler article that appears below the first article.

Figure 20 shows an embodiment for setting typographic parameters and other settings for the screen-based index page creator 310. In the embodiment, the ePagination Server 110 may control a display to display a panel 2000 prompting a user to input or modify various "basic" typographic parameters for index pages. The parameters include index page dimension parameters 2001 that specify the width and height of the index page or screen,
which may be the same or different from the dimensions of the article page layouts described above. Moreover, as mentioned previously, the width and height can be specified based on a number of pixels or by units of length.

The panel 2000 contains an maximum headline words per line parameter 2002 that specifies the maximum number of words that can appear in a single line of a headline on the index page. This parameter helps ensure that the number of words in each line of one headline on the index page are balanced with the number of words in each line of the remaining headlines on the page. This balance creates a more visually appealing index page.

Other parameters include body font size parameters 2003, headline size parameters 2004, and column gap parameters 2005. The body font size parameters 2003 specify the minimum and maximum font size for the text in the body of the article previews appearing on the index page. The headline size parameters 2004 specify the minimum and maximum font sizes for the headlines on the index page. The column gap parameters 2005 specify the acceptable range of differences in height (i.e., vertical length) between two columns in the same article preview.

The panel 2000 also contains a maximum images per article parameter 2006 that specifies the maximum number of images that may appear for each article on the index page. For example, some content sources may include multiple images for a single article, and the content provider may specify more than one image per article for the index page. This parameter 2000 limits the number of images displayed on the index page for each article preview to prevent the index page from appearing overcrowded.

The index page "Allow hyphenation" parameter 2007 specifies whether words may break at syllables across lines with a hyphen. Hyphenation enables more words and parts of words to fit across a single line of text, so the total space required for an article may be reduced. Some designers disable hyphenation because they consider it to detract from the
readability and typographical aesthetics of a layout. Similarly, the gutter parameter 2008 specifies the amount of whitespace between columns of text on an index page and, therefore, affects the number of words that fit across each line of text. The index page margin parameters 2009 specify the margins around the perimeter of the index page and the margins around the perimeter of each article preview.

Figure 21 shows an embodiment of a panel 2100 that may be displayed to enable a user to input various "advanced" typographic parameters and settings for screen-based index pages. The panel 2100 includes a Y-Head tuning parameter 2110 that specifies how much the size of a headline should be increased to compensate for appearing in a position lower on the index page. For example, if two articles previews are both weighted the same amount (i.e., 30%) and have the headlines with the same size, the headline for the article preview positioned lower on the page may, due to an optical illusion, appear to be smaller. Therefore, to give the visual impression that both headlines are the same size, the size of the lower headline of the article preview positioned lower on the index page is increased slightly. The Y-Head tuning parameter 2110 determines how much the size of the headline is increased.

The minimum article weighting parameter 2120 specifies the minimum relative visual weighting that any given article preview can have. In the example shown in panel 2100, the minimum article preview weight is 10%. In this case, it would not be possible for a lead article to have a weighting of 95% while a second article has a weighting of only 5%.

Index page scale factor parameter 2130 specifies how much articles may be reduced in each iteration or reduction step. For example, an image may be reduced 5% per reduction, or 10% per reduction, or 15% per reduction. Lower page scale factor parameter values may result in a tighter fit by making more fine-tuned reductions, whereas higher page scale factor parameter values may decrease the time needed to generate a layout with a good fit by reducing the total number of iterations.
The panel 2100 also includes font sizes parameters 2140, kerning parameters 2150, and leading parameters 2160. The font sizes parameters specifies the range of font sizes or list of absolute font sizes available to the fitting algorithm for adjusting headline font sizes. For example, font sizes parameters 2140 is shown with the list of absolute font size values of 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,... Consequently, the fitting algorithm would not be permitted to set the font size to 7 points because it falls below the minimum font size. The list of font sizes corresponds with lists of other related parameters, such as the kerning parameters 2150. The kerning parameters 2150 specify the range or list of acceptable kerning (i.e., character spacing), between the characters, or letters, of the headlines on the index page. The list of kerning values correspond with the list of font sizes. For example, in the present embodiment, the first three listed font sizes 8, 9, and 10 correspond to the first three listed kerning values, namely -0.7, -0.7, and -0.7. This listing provides one example to show how a single kerning value may be appropriate for a range of font sizes. Similarly, the leading parameters 2160 specify the range or list of acceptable leading (i.e., line spacing) between the lines of a headline on the index page. In the present embodiment, the first three listed font sizes 8, 9, and 10 correspond to the first three listed minimum and maximum leading values, namely -2 to 5, -2 to 5, and -2 to 5.

The index page preview max width and height parameters 2070 specify the maximum dimensions (i.e., height and width) of an article preview. The treemapping algorithm may use these maximum values to constrain the size of any region generated for a single article preview.

Index page headline size float parameter 2180 specifies how the whitespace between the headline and the body content may be calculated, wherein the amount of whitespace may be proportional to the size of the headline according to the value of the headline size float parameter 2180.
Additional advanced parameters include a screen dots per centimeter (DPC) parameter 2190 and a column justify parameter 2195. The screen DPC parameter 2190 specifies the resolution or density of pixels on the screen. The column justify parameter 2095 specifies whether the article preview text should be left-justified or full-justified within the column(s) of the text. In this embodiment, if the parameter 2095 equals "1," the text is left-justified, and if the parameter equals "0," it is full-justified. Index page "B 1st Snt" (i.e., "bold first sentence") parameter specifies whether the first sentence in an article preview should be bold.

In some embodiments, a user of the ePagination system may input information about articles directly into the system, rather than receiving the information from one of the external sources 201-205. For instance, Figure 22 shows an example of an interface 2200 that provides a text box 2205 for typing or pasting article text, adding images, adding additional articles, and switching among articles already added. An article list 2210 shows a list of headlines for articles that the user has already added. The user may also click on or otherwise select a headline to select the article. The selected article is displayed in the text box 2205 for viewing or further editing.

The ePagination system may compute the minimum and maximum height of the article based on preconfigured typographic parameters such as the parameters in Figures 18 and 19. In some embodiments, the ePagination system may display a sizing indicator such as sizing bar 2300. The sizing bar 2300 indicates whether the articles in the list 2210 may be laid out in a way that provides a snugly fit for all articles. A minimum total height indicator 2301 indicates the total height or size of the articles if each article is laid out according to the minimum values for the typographic parameters. A maximum total height indicator 2302 indicates the total height or size of the articles if each article is laid out according to the maximum values for the typographic parameters. A snug fit is possible when the region...
between the minimum total height 2301 and the maximum total height 2302 overlaps with the
optimal height indicator 2303. The region between heights 2301 and 2302 represent the
range of possible total heights for the articles as entered and listed in article list 2210. The
overlap of this region with optimal height indicator 2303 indicates that it is possible to lay out
the articles according to values for the typographic values that produce a total height that is
the same or nearly the same as the optimal total height.

If the region between the minimum and maximum total heights 2301 and 2302 do not
overlap with the optimal height indicator 2303, the resulting layout may not provide a snug fit
for all of the articles. In this situation, a user or content provider may edit existing articles or
add additional articles until the sizing bar 2300 shows that an optimal layout is possible.

Figure 23 shows an example of an interface that a content provider or other user may
manipulate to adjust values of typographic parameters or other settings of an index page and
observe how the adjusted values affect the look-and-feel of the index page in real time. This
example is one embodiment of the real-time layout creator 340 (Figure 3). As shown, the
interface includes a preview pane 2300 and a weightings widget 2350.

The preview pane 2300 shows the relative sizes and positions of headlines for three
article previews 2351, 2354, and 2355 on a preview index page. The relative visual
weightings of the three article previews 2351, 2354, and 2355 are determined by the
weightings widget 2350.

In the present example, the widget 2350 shows that the lead article preview 2351 has
a relative visual weighting of 46% and that the other article previews 2354 and 2355 have
weightings of 30% and 24%, respectively. The relative weightings of the article previews
2351, 2354, and 2355 are reflected in the preview pane 2300. In this example, the relative
weightings of the previews 2341, 2354, and 2355 are shown only by the relative sizes of their
headlines. If the user is satisfied with the relative weightings for the article previews 2341,
2354, and 2355 upon reviewing the preview pane 2300, he or she can press the widget button 2352. In response, the screen-based index page creator 310 finishes generating the rest of the article previews 2351, 2354, and 2355 according to the weightings shown in the widget 2350 and the layout shown in the preview pane 2300. After the index page is created, the page layout creator 320 may create the page layouts containing the articles corresponding to the article previews 2341, 2354, and 2355.

While the present embodiment previews the relative weightings by showing only the headlines of the previews 2351, 2354, and 2355, other embodiments may include additional or all of the elements of the article previews 2351, 2354, and 2355 in the preview pane to show the relative weightings. Furthermore, the page layout creator 320 may immediately begin creating the page layouts for the articles corresponding to the article previews 2351, 2354, and 2355 instead of waiting for the screen-based index page creator 310 to finish creating the index page.

If the user desires to change the relative weightings of the article previews 2351, 2354, and 2355, he or she can manipulate the weightings widget 2250 to adjust the weightings. In one embodiment, the weightings widget 2250 contains adjusters 2353 that the user can "click-and-drag" around the circular widget 2350.

For example, initially, as shown in Figure 23, the weighting of the first article preview 2351 is 46%, the weighting of the second article preview 2354 is 30%, and the weighting of the third article 2355 preview is 24%. Subsequently, the user can select the adjuster 2353 between the first and third article previews 2351 and 2355 on the weightings widget 2251 and drag the adjuster 2353 around the widget 2350 to change the relative weightings between the article previews 2351 and 2355. For example, as shown in Figure 24, the user can drag the adjuster 2353 (between the articles 2351 and 2355) until the weighting of the first article preview 2351 increases by 4% to 50% and the weighting of the third article preview 2355
simultaneously decreases by 4% to 20%. As the weightings are adjusted, the sizes of the headlines, in the preview panes 2300 and 2400 for all of the previews 2351, 2354, and 2355 change in real time to reflect the relative weightings on the widget 2350. Since the adjuster 2353 between the second and third article previews 2354 and 2355 is not moved in this example, the relative visual weighting of the second article 2354 remains unchanged at 30%.

If the user would like to create an index page with these revised weightings, he or she can select the widget button 2352, as described above.

After selecting the button 2352, the screen-based index page creator 310 fits the article preview text around the headlines within the preview pane 2400. For example, as shown in Figure 25, the review pane 2500 shows the index page after the creator 310 fills in the article preview text around the headlines shown in preview pane 2400 (Figure 24).

The preview pane 2550 illustrated in Figure 25 shows an example of a landscape orientation when the canvas (e.g., the screen of a tablet 212) is rotated by 90 degrees. The ePagination system makes an effort to maintain the relative sizes and positions of the headlines and articles previews 2251, 2254, and 2255 when in the rotated orientation.

Figure 26 shows yet another embodiment in which a weightings widget 2650 is used to adjust the relative weightings of four article previews 2660, 2670, 2680, and 2690 instead of three. The preview pane 2500 shows a real time layout of the four article previews 2660, 2670, 2680, and 2690 according to the relative weightings shown in weightings widget 2550.

Figure 27 illustrates an example in which the user does not change the weightings of the article previews 2660, 2670, 2680, and 2690 shown in Figure 26 and instead simply inputs a command to change the layout of the previews 2660, 2670, 2680, and 2690. In this case, a new preview pane 2700 is created in which the layout of the article previews 2660, 2670, 2680, and 2690 is different than the layout in preview pane 2600 of Figure 26. The two preview panes 2600 and 2700 show two different layouts for the same headlines with the
same visual weightings. This may be attributed to the quasi-random fitting algorithm and quasi-randomized reordered treemapping algorithm used to generate the regions in which the headlines are fit. Running the real time layout creator multiple times creates varying typographically correct layouts with adequate fitness. A content or other provider may store multiple layouts and later select a preferred layout for publication.

At this point it should be noted that typographic electronic pagination in accordance with the present disclosure as described above may involve the processing of input data and the generation of output data to some extent. This input data processing and output data generation may be implemented in hardware or software. For example, specific electronic components may be employed in a typographic electronic pagination module or similar or related circuitry for implementing the functions associated with typographic electronic pagination in accordance with the present disclosure as described above. Alternatively, one or more processors operating in accordance with instructions may implement the functions associated with typographic electronic pagination in accordance with the present disclosure as described above. If such is the case, it is within the scope of the present disclosure that such instructions may be stored on one or more non-transitory processor readable storage media (e.g., a magnetic disk, solid state memory, or other storage medium), or transmitted to one or more processors via one or more signals embodied in one or more carrier waves.

The present invention is not to be limited in scope by the specific embodiments described herein. Indeed, other various embodiments of and modifications to the present disclosure, in addition to those described herein, will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art from the foregoing description and accompanying drawings. Thus, such other embodiments and modifications are intended to fall within the scope of the present invention. Further, although the present disclosure has been described herein in the context of particular implementations in at least one particular environment for at least one particular purpose,
those of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that its usefulness is not limited thereto and
that the present invention may be beneficially implemented in any number of environments
for any number of purposes.
CLAIMS

1. An apparatus for typographic electronic pagination comprising:
   at least one non-transitory processor readable storage medium; and
   instructions stored on the at least one medium,
   wherein the instructions are configured to be readable by at least one non-transitory processor and to cause the at least one processor to operate so as to:
   (a) receive a plurality of articles; and
   (b) generate an index page based on relative visual weightings of the plurality of articles and a size of a canvas adapted to contain the index page.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the instructions further cause the at least one processor to:
   (c) assign the relative visual weightings to the plurality of articles, respectively.

3. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the instructions further cause the at least one processor to:
   (c) receive the size of the canvas from a client device containing the canvas.

4. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein operation (b) further comprises:
   (b1) generate article previews corresponding to the plurality of articles,
   wherein the plurality of articles comprises a lead article and a second article,
   wherein the article previews include a lead article preview corresponding to the lead article and a second article preview corresponding to the second article, and
   wherein the lead article preview has a lead preview size and the second article preview has a second preview size; and
(b2) determine whether the article previews together fit within the size of the canvas.

5. The apparatus of claim 4, wherein operation (b1) comprises:

(bla) set the lead preview size of the lead article preview to a first preview size of the article previews; and

(bib) set the second preview size of the second article preview to the second preview size relative to the lead preview size of the lead article preview,

wherein the second preview size is smaller than the lead preview size, and

wherein relative sizes of the lead preview size and the second preview size correspond to the relative visual weightings of the lead article preview and the second article preview.

6. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the first preview size is a predetermined maximum potential size of the article previews.

7. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the instructions further cause the at least one processor to:

(b3) if the article previews together do not fit within the size of the canvas,

(b3a) reduce the lead preview size of the lead article preview and second preview size of the second article preview according to the relative visual weightings; and

(b3b) repeat operation (b2).

8. The apparatus of claim 7, wherein operation (b3a) comprises:
(b3a1) reduce the lead preview size by reducing a size of at least one element of the lead article preview; and

(b3a2) reduce the second preview size by reducing a size of at least one element of the second article preview.

9. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the at least one element of the lead article preview comprises at least one of font size of a headline of the lead article preview, a font size of the text of the lead article preview, and a size of an image of the lead article preview, and

wherein the at least one element of the second article preview comprises at least one of font size of a headline of the second article preview, a font size of the text of the second article preview, and a size of an image of the second article preview.

10. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the size of the at least one element of the lead article preview is reduced by eliminating the at least one element of the lead article preview.

11. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the size of the at least one element of the second article preview is reduced by eliminating the at least one element of the second article preview.

12. The apparatus of claim 4, wherein the instructions further cause the at least one processor to:

   (b3) if the article previews together fit within the size of the canvas, arrange the article previews in the canvas according to a treemapping of the article previews.
13. The apparatus of claim 7, wherein the instructions further cause the at least one processor to:

   (b4) if the article previews together fit within the size of the canvas, arrange the article previews in the canvas according to a treemapping of the article previews.

14. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein operation (b) comprises:

   (bl) generate the index page based on the relative visual weightings of the plurality of articles, the size of the canvas, and the canvas oriented in a first orientation, and wherein the instructions further cause the at least one processor to:

   (c) generate a second index page based on the relative visual weightings of the plurality of articles, the size of the canvas, and the canvas oriented in a second orientation.

15. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein the first orientation is a first one of a portrait orientation and a landscape orientation, and wherein the second orientation is a different second one of the portrait orientation and the landscape orientation.

16. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the relative visual weighting of each article is based at least in part on a publication date of each article.

17. The apparatus of claim 16, wherein a first relative visual weighting of an earlier published article is less than a second relative visual weighting of a later published article.
18. The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the instructions further cause the at least one processor to select a most recently published article of the plurality of articles as a lead article.

19. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein operation (b) comprises:
   (bl) generate an article preview corresponding to one of the plurality of articles;
   and
   (b2) adjust columns of the article preview.

20. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein operation (b2) comprises:
   (b2a) adjust a number of the columns.

21. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein operation (b2) comprises:
   (b2a) adjust a size of the columns.

22. The apparatus of claim 21, wherein operation (b2a) comprises:
   (b2al) adjust a spacing between a column and at least one other element of the article preview.

23. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the instructions further cause the at least one processor to:
   (c) receive a first adjustment of at least one of the relative visual weightings.

24. The apparatus of claim 23, wherein the instructions further cause the at least one processor to:
(d) generate a second index page based on the first adjustment.

25. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the instructions further cause the at least one processor to:

(d) receive successive adjustments of the relative visual weightings; and

(e) generate an indication of a layout of the index page in real time in response to receiving each of the successive adjustments.

26. An apparatus for typographic electronic pagination comprising:

at least one non-transitory processor readable storage medium; and

instructions stored on the at least one medium,

wherein the instructions are configured to be readable by at least one non-transitory processor to cause the at least one processor to operate so as to:

(a) receive a plurality of articles; and

(b) generate a page layout for the plurality of articles based on page layout weightings and a size of a canvas adapted to contain the page layout.

27. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the instructions further cause the at least one processor to:

(c) assign page layout weightings to the plurality of articles, respectively.

28. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the instructions further cause the at least one processor to:

(c) receive the size of the canvas from a client device containing the canvas.
29. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein operation (b) further comprises:
   (bl) determine sizes for the plurality of articles corresponding to the page layout
        weightings.

30. The apparatus of claim 29, wherein the plurality of articles comprises a first article
    and a second article,
    wherein the first article has a first page layout weighting of the page layout
    weightings and the second article has a second page layout weighting of the page layout
    weightings,
    wherein operation (bl) comprises:
        (bla) determine a first range of sizes of the first article based on a first range
              of typographical parameters corresponding to the first page layout weighting;
        (bib) determine a second range of sizes of the second article based on a
              second range of typographical parameters corresponding to the second page layout
              weighting; and
        (blc) determine a first size, within the first range of sizes, of the first article
              and a second size, within the second range of sizes, of the second article such that the
              aggregated sizes of the plurality of articles correspond to the size of the page layout.

31. The apparatus of claim 30, wherein operation (blc) comprises:
    (bclc) determine the sizes of the plurality of articles, including the first size of the
           first article and the second size of the second article, such that a sum of the sizes of the
           plurality of the articles corresponds to an integer multiple of the size of the canvas.
32. The apparatus of claim 31, wherein a page size of each page of the page layout corresponds to the size of the canvas,
   wherein the first size of the first article is greater than the page size such that an initial portion of the first article equals the page size and such that a sum of the initial portion and an overflow portion of the first article is greater than the page size,
   wherein the second size of the second article is less than the page size such that a sum of an initial portion of the second article and an underflow portion corresponding to the second article equals the page size, and
   wherein operation (blcl) further comprises:
   (blcl)a determine the size of the first article and the second article such that an overflow size of the overflow portion the first article corresponds to an underflow size of the underflow portion of the second article.

33. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein the overflow size equals the underflow size.

34. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein a size difference between the overflow size and the underflow size is less than a predetermined threshold.

35. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein operation (b) further comprises:
   (b2) arrange the plurality of articles on the pages of the page layout according to the sizes of the plurality articles.

36. The apparatus of claim 35, wherein operation (b2) further comprises:
   (b2a) arrange the plurality of articles such that:
(b2a1) the initial portion of the first article is contained on one page of the page layout;

(b2a2) the overflow portion of the first article is contained on a next page of the page layout; and

(b2a3) the second article is contained on the next page.

37. The apparatus of claim 36, wherein a difference between (1) cumulative sum of the sizes of the initial portion of the first article, the overflow portion of the first article, and the second article and (2) the cumulative sum of the sizes of the one page and the next page is less than a predetermined threshold.

38. The apparatus of claim 35, wherein operation (b) further comprises:

   (b3) match the first article with the second article such that a first value of a typographical parameter of the first article corresponds to a second value of the typographical parameter of the second article.

39. The apparatus of claim 38, wherein the first article and second article are located on successive pages of the page layout, and

   wherein the instructions further cause the at least one processor to match articles on successive pages of the page layout.

40. The apparatus of claim 38, wherein operation (b3) comprises:

   (b3a) match the first article with the second article such that first value equals the second value.
41. The apparatus of claim 38, wherein operation (b3) comprises:

(b3a) match the first article with the second article such that a difference between the first value and the second value of the typographical parameter is less than a predetermined threshold difference.

42. The apparatus of claim 38, wherein the typographical parameter is a kerning of an article.

43. The apparatus of claim 38, wherein the typographical parameter is a number of columns of text in the article.

44. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein at least one article of the plurality of articles comprises an image.

45. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein operation (b) comprises:

(b1) generate the page layout for the plurality of articles based on the page layout weightings, the size of the canvas, and the canvas oriented in a first orientation, and wherein the instructions further cause the at least one processor to:

(c) generate a second page layout for the plurality of articles based on the page layout, the size of the canvas, and the canvas oriented in a second orientation.

46. The apparatus of claim 45, wherein the first orientation is a first one of a portrait orientation and a landscape orientation, and wherein the second orientation is a different second one of the portrait orientation and the landscape orientation.
47. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the page layout weighting of each article is based at least in part on a publication date of each article.

48. The apparatus of claim 47, wherein a first page layout weighting of an earlier published article is lower than a second page layout weighting of a later published article.

49. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein operation (b) comprises:

   (b1) generate the page layout for the plurality of articles; and
   (b2) adjust columns of at least one article of the plurality of articles.

50. The apparatus of claim 49, wherein operation (b2) comprises:

   (b2a) adjust a number of the columns.

51. The apparatus of claim 49, wherein operation (b2) comprises:

   (b2a) adjust a size of the columns.

52. The apparatus of claim 51, wherein operation (b2a) comprises:

   (b2al) adjust a spacing between a column and at least one other element of the at least one article.

53. The apparatus of claim 30, wherein a size of at least one advertisement is fixed, wherein operation (b) comprises:

   (b2) arrange the at least one advertisement within at least one page of the page layout for the plurality of articles, and
wherein operation (bla) comprises:

(blal) determining the first range of sizes of the first article by accounting for
the fixed size of the at least one advertisement.

54. An apparatus for typographic electronic pagination comprising:

at least one non-transitory processor readable storage medium; and

instructions stored on the at least one medium,

wherein the instructions are configured to be readable by at least one non-transitory
processor and to cause the at least one processor to operate so as to:

(a) receive a plurality of articles; and

(b) generate an index page based on relative visual weightings of the

plurality of articles and a size of a canvas adapted to contain the index page; and

(c) generate a page layout for the plurality of articles based on page layout

weightings and the size of canvas.

55. The apparatus of claim 54, wherein the index page comprises at least one hyperlink to

one of the articles in the page layout.

56. The apparatus of claim 54, wherein the index page comprises at least one cross

reference corresponding to at least one page number of at least one page in the page layout.

57. The apparatus of claim 54, wherein at least one page of the page layouts comprises an

advertisement.
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New Hillsborough inquests demand
16 September 2012 17:46

Families of those killed in the Hillsborough disaster are to press for new inquests.

Criminal case over topless photos
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Lawyers for the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, who are touring the South Pacific, will make a crime

Andy Murray given hero's welcome
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Thousands of fans turn out on the streets of Dunblane to cheer US Open champion and Olympic
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Ulster Rugby will be "a poorer place" without Nevin Spence, who died along with his brother and fat

GCSE exam changes to be announced
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Government plans for replacing GCSE exams in England will be unveiled on Monday, it emerges.
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New Hillsborough inquests demand

Families of those killed in the Hillsborough disaster have announced they are to seek new inquests. Relatives of the 95 who died have formally met with legal representatives at Anfield for the first time since an independent report was published.

Trevor Hicks from the Hillsborough Families Support Group said there was also pressure for criminal charges. The report found police tried to blame fans for the crush on 15 April 1989.

Mr Hicks said: “This goes beyond Hillsborough. What happened on Wednesday was a disgrace to the nation, not just the families. This goes across society.

Ulster Rugby ‘poorer after death’

Ulster Rugby will be “a poorer place” without Kevin Spence, the team’s director David Humphreys has said.

Spence, 22, was killed along with his brother Graham and father Noel in a car accident at the family farm near Hillsborough on Saturday. Kevin played centre for the provincial side and represented Ireland in a game against the Barbarians last May.

UK soldiers’ killer faked injury

The killer of two British soldiers shot in Afghanistan on Saturday faked being hit in the chest with a fake injury before firing on them, the BBC understands.

Criminal case over topless photos

The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge are to make a criminal complaint against the photographer who took topless pictures of the duchess. The couple’s lawyers will make the complaint to French prosecutors on Monday, St James’s Palace has said.

The images have appeared in French magazine Closer and the Irish Daily Star.

Andy Murray given hero’s welcome

Thousands of people have turned out on the streets of Dunblane to cheer on US Open champion and Olympic gold medallist Andy Murray.

Murray arrived at his hometown on an open-top bus before taking part in a walkabout to sign autographs and celebrate his summer of success.
New Hillsborough inquests demand

Families of those killed in the Hillsborough disaster have announced they are to seek new inquests.

Trevor Hicks, from the Hillsborough Families Support Group, said there was also pressure for criminal charges. The group could not rule out a criminal case against those found guilty of manslaughter.

"The government, the attorney general, the director of public prosecutions and the Serious Fraud Office will be asked to take steps to move forward," Hicks said. "This is a case of justice being denied to the families of those who died at Hillsborough.

Families of those killed in the Hillsborough disaster have announced they are to seek new inquests. Relatives of the 95 who died have formally met with legal representatives at Hillsborough for the first time since an independent report was published.

Trevor Hicks, from the Hillsborough Families Support Group, said there was also pressure for criminal charges. The group could not rule out a criminal case against those found guilty of manslaughter.
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Criminal case over topless photos

The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge are to make a criminal complaint against the photographer who took topless pictures of the duchess.

The images have appeared in French magazine Closer and the Irish Daily Star. An Italian magazine has also plans to print the photographs.

The couple's lawyers will make the complaint to French prosecutors on Monday, St James's Palace has said.

A palace spokeswoman said: "We can confirm that a criminal complaint is to be made to the French Prosecution Department. This concerns the taking of photographs of the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge whilst on holiday and the publication of those photographs in breach of their privacy."

The couple's legal team will also attend the Tribunal de Grande Instance de Hauts-de-Seine in Paris on Monday, where damages and an injunction will be sought regarding Closer magazine. The legal action also aims to prevent further publication of the images.

Closer magazine has defended its decision to publish, saying: "The photos were selected as no means degrading." Sir John Major, a former guardian of Prince William, says it is right to pursue legal action.

"The co-owners of the Irish Daily Star, which also published the photos, confirmed the decision to print. The couple were welcomed with traditional garlands when they arrived in the Solomon Islands on Sunday, on the last part of their Diamond Jubilee tour of the Far East and South Pacific.

Thousands of islanders cheered the couple as they travelled through the streets of the capital Honiara in a tour decorated as a canopied, the duke and duchess wore traditional dress during their visit to the home of the island's Governor General Frank Kabui and posed for photographs at a state dinner in honour of their visit.

CNN correspondent Nicholas Witchell said St James's Palace was making efforts with the French to identify the photographer involved. He added that there were no immediate plans to pursue action against the Italian magazine and the Irish newspaper that also circulated the pictures but said sources had told him all options remained open.

"The publication of these photographs, in breach of their privacy, is inexcusable. It is completely unacceptable that their privacy should be invaded in this way. Music and Hollywood stars are accustomed to living in the public eye, but where they go, it is their right to be left alone."

The couple's lawyers believe this case could set a precedent to deter photographers from taking topless pictures of royalty in future.

The couple's legal team will also attend the Tribunal de Grande Instance de Hauts-de-Seine in Paris on Monday, where damages and an injunction will be sought regarding Closer magazine. The legal action also aims to prevent further publication of the images.

CNN correspondent Nicholas Witchell said St James's Palace was making efforts with the French to identify the photographer involved. He added that there were no immediate plans to pursue action against the Italian magazine and the Irish newspaper that also circulated the pictures but said sources had told him all options remained open.

"The publication of these photographs, in breach of their privacy, is inexcusable. It is completely unacceptable that their privacy should be invaded in this way. Music and Hollywood stars are accustomed to living in the public eye, but where they go, it is their right to be left alone."

The couple's lawyers believe this case could set a precedent to deter photographers from taking topless pictures of royalty in future.
Andy Murray given hero's welcome

Thousands of people have turned out on the streets of Dunblane to cheer on US Open champion and Olympic gold medallist Andy Murray.

Practicing just in case they get a hit with Andy.

He took part in a rebuilding with children at the Dunblane Tennis Club, where his career began. Freda Renee, from the club, said: "The children were playing last night until about half past nine, practicing just in case they get a hit with Andy."

"I visited local schools this morning and delivered a welcome on behalf of the whole area," said the coach. "It's really special.

Chairman Richard Desmond said: "I am very happy that the decision to publish these photographs and not taking immediate steps to close down the joint venture was a matter of urgency", over what it believed to be a "serious breach of contract".

"We are aware that the Prime Minister's Office were not informed about the decision to publish these photographs."
Ulster Rugby 'poorer after death'

Ulster Rugby will be "a poorer place" without Nevin Spence, the team's director David Humphreys has said.

Nevin Spence, 22, was killed along with his brother Graham and father Noel in a storm-tak accident at the family farm near Hillsborough on Saturday.

Nevin played centre for the provincial side and represented Ireland in a game against the Barbarians last May. His sister Emma is in a stable condition in hospital after the accident. Graham Spence, 30, was a married father of two. Nevin Spence, 22, is survived by a wife and two daughters.

Ambulance crews were called to the farm but after 10:30 BST on Saturday. BBC Ireland Correspondent Mark Simpson said: "Initial reports suggested Nevin's father built into the storm tank. "It was reported that one of his sons had to rescue him, then Nevin got involved, and his sister Emma."".

The Health and Safety Executive HSNI said two of its senior inspectors attended the scene on Sunday.

The HSNI's initial investigations, it understands, that the three family members who entered an underground storm tank died from the effects of exposure to storm gases." It said.

"The exact sequence of events is not yet clear but HSNI is investigating a definite line of inquiry." Emma Spence was taken to the Royal Victoria Hospital in Belfast where she is recovering from the effects of tuma aspiration.

Prayers have been said on Sunday for the family at Ballynahinch Baptist Church, which the Spences attended. Rev Rodney Smith said the three men were all "incredibly polite, decent, hard working, with a deep sense of family loyalty".

He said he visited the Spence home on Sunday night and that the family were just beginning to come to terms with what had happened. He said the tragedy would have a huge effect on a very tight Knit community.

Members of the Spence family died in the accident at the farm.

Ulster Rugby's Mr Humphreys said Nevin Spence "was a dream player to work with. He was the epitome of what we were looking for. "On days when nobody else wanted to come in and train, he was there leading from the front.""

"All he wanted to do for the remainder of his career was to stay here, win trophies and be successful for Ulster. "Absolute integrity," Shane Logan, chief executive of Ulster Rugby, said Nevin was "an exceptional young man.

"A man who was killed in his prime aged 22 with an immense future in front of him, and we know that because in his 27 years he was a model professional and a model individual," he said.

"A man of absolute integrity, complete determination, great humility, a fine team player and an all-round exceptional individual. "Flowers, scarves and other tributes are being left at Ulster's Ravenhill ground in memory of"
Nevin Spence

A book of condolences is to open there at 10.00 BST on Monday. It will be available to sign until the end of the week and Ravenshill will be open all week from 9.00 BST until 17.00 BST for anyone wishing to leave tributes.

'Outstanding young player'

Billy Glyn, president of the Irish Rugby Football Union, said: 'This is a terrible tragedy that has struck the Spence family and the thoughts of everybody in Irish Rugby are with them at this time. Nevin was an outstanding young player which was evident from his progression through the representative teams and the game has been robbed of a very talented young man. The rugby community in Ireland is a very close knit one and there has been widespread shock and an outpouring of grief at this news.'

Spence had established himself as a regular in the Ulster squad in recent seasons, playing 42 times. The Ulster centre also came on as a replacement for Ireland in the game against the Barbarians at Kingsholm last May in addition to playing for the Irish Wolfhounds, the country's second-string team, on three occasions.

The former Wallace High School player made his first appearance for Ulster against Ospreys in April 2010. After an injury-hit start to this season, he played for the Ulster Ravens, the club's reserve side, against Munster A at Derrymore Park in Belfast on Friday.

Spence was named Young Player of the Year at the Irish Rugby Union Players' Association Awards last year. Away from rugby, Spence helped out on the family farm and regularly and enthusiastically updated his many followers on Twitter and Facebook with pictures from the farm.

With his farming background, he recently signed as a brand ambassador for the Dairy Council of Northern Ireland. Spence was tipped as a future full international for Ireland.

Nevin Spence was called to the farm.

Counterparts from the fire service pulled four people from the smoky pit, three of whom were unconscious. Paramedics tried to resuscitate the three men but two died at the scene. The third man initially responded to resuscitation and was taken to the nearby Lagan Valley Hospital in Lisburn, where he died a short time later.

Health Minister and former Edwin Poots, who has known the Spence family for over 20 years, said they were held in high regard in the entire community. "While a lot of people may focus on Nevin's family, for health they played for the Ulster rugby team we do need to focus on Nevin and Graham at this time," he said.

"Nevin has left a wife and two children, Graham a wife and two children. Whilst a place in a rugby team can be filled a place in the home of all three men will never be filled."

Woman dies after wrong way crash

A woman was killed when the car she was travelling in collided with another being driven in the wrong direction on the M62 in Greater Manchester.

A woman was killed when the car she was travelling in collided with another being driven in the wrong direction on the M62 in Greater Manchester, Rebecca Caine, 20, from Leeds, died and three others were hurt when their car crashed into a Renault between junctions 21 and 22 near Milnrow.

The driver of the Renault, a 31-year-old man, was arrested on suspicion of causing death by dangerous driving. Police said he also failed a roadside breath test.

"A team of specialist officers are now investigating and we are providing support to the victim's family. "My thoughts are with the victim's family at this terrible time."

A member of the public died in a crash on the A672 near Milnrow, Greater Manchester, after another car crossed the carriageway and collided with the vehicle. The driver of the car that was hit, a 64-year-old woman, was later confirmed to have died at the scene.

"Our thoughts are with her family and friends, who are being supported by officers."
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UK soldiers' killer faked injury

The killer of two British soldiers shot in Afghanistan on Saturday lured them to his side with a fake injury before firing on them, the BBC understands.

The killings followed the death of British soldier Paul Dando, of 1st Battalion The Yorkshire Regiment, who died after the Afghan man - who was wearing a local police uniform - attacked them at a checkpoint in the south of Kandahar Province.

It is not yet known whether the man was a real Afghan policeman. The man's family have been informed. Meanwhile, at least eight women have died in a Nato air strike in Afghanistan's eastern province of Laghman, according to local officials.

Nato says that the deaths occurred as it targeted insurgents in the area. Following the killing of the two British soldiers, spokesman Maj Lawrence Roche said the regiment had suffered a "deep loss".

He said: "Everyone serving within Task Force Helmand will want to send our condolences to the soldiers' families and loved ones at this time."

The defence correspondent Jonathan Beesley says he understands the Afghan man was responsible for the attack and had claimed to be wounded, prompting members of the British patrol to go to help him.

As the soldiers approached him, he shot and killed them. He was then killed in return fire, our correspondent says. Meanwhile, another four soldiers with the Nato-led force in Afghanistan have been killed in a separate attack believed to have been carried out by Afghan police officers, according to Nato. These soldiers were not British.

The killings followed the death of British soldier Paul Dando, of 1st Battalion The Yorkshire Regiment, who died after the Afghan man - who was wearing a local police uniform - attacked them at a checkpoint in the south of Kandahar Province.

The Ministry of Defence said the incident was not connected with a Taliban attack later that evening on Camp Bastion - the main base in Afghanistan for UK troops as well as many from other nations. Two US marines were killed in that attack.

Prince Harry was at the base at the time of the attack. "Terrible incident. The MoD has not confirmed whether the men who shot the British soldiers on Saturday were an Afghan policeman, as it believed the incident could have been a "green-on-blue" attack.

The term green-on-blue refers to the colour-coding system used by the US military - Nato forces are "blue" and Afghans are "green". The number of Nato soldiers killed in this sort of insider attack stands at more than 50 for this year alone, with seven British soldiers known to have been lost in this way in 2012.

Our correspondent said the trend of green-on-blue attack was clearly worrying and was not going to stop, despite increasing numbers being put in place by authorities. Some 700 members of the Afghan security forces have been killed in the past month as part of the crackdown, according to Afghan officials. But ultimately, it is very hard to guarantee against this type of killing, he added.

Earlier in the week, Defence Secretary Philip Hammond met Afghan President Hamid Karzai and said he was "cautious" that Afghan leaders were taking steps to stop attacks by their troops on foreign soldiers.

"We are all united in the view that we cannot let these few terrible incidents derail the steady progress that is taking place," he said. The number of British military personnel killed since operations began in Afghanistan in 2001 is 430.
Afghanistan death soldier named
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A British Army soldier who died in Afghanistan on Friday has been named as L.Cpl. Diane Green of 1st Battalion Grenadier Guards. L.Cpl. Green died when his vehicle struck an improvised bomb in the Nahr-e Saraj district of Helmand province.

The 32-year-old, who was born in Fiji, had been deployed since April. The Ministry of Defence described him as "a superb soldier" who was "a kind, considerate and extremely hard-working". L.Cpl. Green joined the British Army in 2007 and had deployed to Afghanistan for his second tour of duty on 7 April 2012.

After completing his training and taking part in public and ceremonial tasks at the Royal Palace, he joined 1st Battalion Grenadier Guards and participated in a training exercise in Kenny. He deployed to Afghanistan for the first time in September 2009 with The Queen's Company.

During his latest tour, he provided force protection for British military advisors to the Afghan National Army. It was in this role while protecting his Afghan and British colleagues that he extracted from a successful operation that he was killed 'triumphantly proud'.

Lt Col James Bowler, commanding officer of the 1st Battalion Grenadier Guards, said: "L.Cpl. Green was an outstanding soldier in every respect. "Tough, keen, and unfazeable, he was utterly committed to his fellow and the cause."

"We are all tremendously proud of what he achieved during his time in the regiment and particularly out here in Afghanistan where he contributed so much. "His many friends and the broader battalion will never forget this most talented of men."

Lt Col James Bowler added: "Moreover, we are determined to finish the mission that he so bravely helped to start. Our thoughts and prayers are with his family and friends outside the Regiment at this most difficult of times."

The MoD said the L.Cpl. Green's death was not connected with a Taliban attack on Nato's Camp Bastion base in southern Afghanistan on Friday, in which two US nationals were killed.

Prince Harry was at the base at the time of the attack. Meanwhile, it has emerged that two UK soldiers killed at a checkpoint on Saturday were shot by a man wearing an Afghan police uniform, who turned on his side with a fake weapon. In the face of the attack.

Another four soldiers with the NATO-led force in Afghanistan have been killed in a separate attack on Sunday - believed to have been carried out by Afghan police officers, according to Nato. Three soldiers were not British.

The number of British military personnel killed since operations began in Afghanistan in 2001 is 430.

Income levels 'to rise next year'

UK households will see a rise in real income levels next year for the first time since the onset of the financial crisis, a study suggests. Taking inflation into account, incomes are set to rise by 0.7% in 2013, according to the Centre for Economics and Business Research (CEBR).

But they will drop by 0.2% this year, the group said. Households have struggled in recent years with low or no wage rises and relatively high inflation. Falling inflation: Many people have seen wage freezes during the economic downturn, with inflation rising sharply between September 2008 and September 2011 to stand at 5.2%, as measured by the Consumer Prices Index.

It has fallen steadily since then to 2.8% this year, apart from a small rise in the rate of inflation last month. Unemployment also rose sharply during the downturn, from 1.5% in May 2008 to 2.5% in July 2012.

The CEBR said real levels of income would start to pick up as inflation fell further, with middle and low-income families benefitting the most. Middle-income households would see incomes rise by 1.5% next year, with lower-income families seeing a rise of 1%.

The richest households would see incomes rise by 0.7%, the research estimated. This is because of a drop in top executives' pay and bonuses and the scaling back of some tax allowances.

Similar increases would be seen across the board in 2014 and 2015, it suggested. Retail boost: The CEBR said improvements in real income levels would have a knock-on effect for struggling retailers. Over the next 12 months, it predicted retail sales volumes to rise by 2.5%.

"After four barren years, there is finally a glimmer of light at the end of the tunnel for retailers," said CEBR economics Daniel Stewart. "Conditions will still be tough, just slightly easier than before."

Many retailers have struggled during the UK economic downturn. The economy is officially back in recession after contracting for the past three quarters.

FIGURE 16
Andy Murray hero's welcome

Thousands of people cheer on US Open champion Andy Murray
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Thousands of people have turned out on the streets of Dunblane to cheer on US Open champion and Olympic gold medalist Andy Murray. Murray arrived in his hometown on an open-top bus before taking part in a walkabout to sign autographs and celebrate his summer of success.

The tennis ace said it was an “emotional” chance to meet friends, family and the local community. Fans chanted Murray’s name and cheered after waiting hours in wet weather. Murray’s mother Judy said she had been overwhelmed by the crowd reaction for her son’s homecoming parade.

The 35-year-old champions walkabout took him through the town – stopping at his golden Olympic podium – before heading to the tennis courts.

He took part in a knockabout with children at the Dunblane Tennis Club, where his career began. Fiona Benny, from the club, said: “The children were playing about eight until about half-past-nine.

As he looked to cut for the remainder of his career was to stay here, win trophies and be successful for Ulster.” Absolute Integrity, Shane Logan, chief executive of Ulster Rugby, said Hume was “an exceptional young man”.

“A man who was killed in his prime aged 22 with an immense future in front of him and we know that because in his 22 years he was a model professional and a model individual,” he said.

A man of absolute integrity, complete dedication, great rounds, a fine team player and an all-round exceptional individual. Hume, scarves and other tribute are being left at Ulster’s Ravenhill ground in memory of
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They were like a plague of locusts... the shop was just cleaned out.

London crisis talks following worst violence in 26 years.

They were transmitted by helicopters and saw Lawless boots killing in any garden.
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They were like a plague of locusts ... the shop was just cleaned out
They were like a plague of years, violence in 26 capitals worst following the talks. London crisis Lawless...
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